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ANNUAL REPORTS 
 
 

Each May the chair of the GEC submits an annual report to the Senate Executive Committee 
(SEC). Foundations and Focus Board chairs submit their annual reports to the GEC at the end of 
April. The annual reports for the last academic year are included here. Report 
guidelines/templates to facilitate drafting of the 2022-23 reports can be found below. 
 
 
Report Guidelines 
 
Annual reports that answer these questions can serve as a useful resource for future boards. 
 
1.  Policies and Hallmarks 

a. What policy decisions were made this year and what was the rationale for those 
decisions? 

b. What, if any, Hallmark revisions were made? Provide the rationale for the revisions. 

c. Is there any information the Board could furnish future Boards about how Hallmarks 
were interpreted and applied? Were there problems with interpreting Hallmarks? 

 
2. Proposal Review 

 a. How many proposals were approved, denied, and withdrawn from consideration? (The 
GEO can provide this information to the Boards.) 

 b. How many instructors were contacted because their proposal fell short of the Board’s 
expectations? What was the result of the negotiation (number revised and approved; 
number denied)? (GEO can provide these numbers as well.) 

 c. Changes in procedures: Did the Board establish or change any procedures that may help 
future Boards keep the business of the board running smoothly? What should future 
Boards beware of? 

 d. Were there any changes to the proposal form? Include rationale for the changes. 
 
3. What is the current status of offerings (e.g., courses and number offered, number of 

students enrolled)? Contact GEO, gened@hawaii.edu, if you would like to include data. 
 
4. What efforts were made in the area of faculty development? (e.g., describe type of 

workshops presented, explain networking/recruitment efforts, summarize the materials 
posted on GenEd website, list system meetings attended) 

 

mailto:gened@hawaii.edu
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5. Assessment 

 a. How has the Board contributed to the assessment efforts of the Foundations or Focus 
area’s student learning outcomes?  

 b. What type of feedback has the Board given to help faculty reflect on the Hallmarks of 
the Foundations or Focus areas?  

 c.   How have past General Education area assessment results been used or plan to be used 
by the Board? 

 
6. What are the Board’s current concerns and issues? 
 
7. What are the Board’s future priorities and goals?
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

General Education Committee 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Reporting Period:  AY 2021-22 
 
Prepared by:  Betsy Gilliland, Chair 
 
Committee Members: The Chair thanks committee members and the GEO office for their 
outstanding service this year. These people include: Christine Beaule, Matt Eng, Lisa Fujikawa, 
Betsy Gilliland, Cari Gochenouer, Dan Harris-McCoy, Vicky Keough, Laura Lyons, Mike Nassir, 
Jose Perez Jaramillo, April Quinn, Scott Rowland (Vice-chair), Jaymian Urashima, Jon Pettit, 
Mandy Westfall-Senda, and Ryan Yamaguchi. The chair also thanks our SEC liaison, Shana 
Brown, who has worked tirelessly on behalf of GEC. 
 
The General Education Committee met on August 30, September 13, September 27, October 
11, October 25, November 8, November 22, and December 6, 2021, and January 10, January 
31, February 14, February 28, March 7, March 28, April 11, April 25, and May 9, 2022.  
  
During the Fall 2021 and Spring 2022 semesters, the committee addressed the following issues 
and items: 
 
Issue(s) Completed: 
Language Substitution List 
Fall-Spring 2021-2022 The GEC assumed responsibility from the Council on Academic Advisers 
for the Language Substitution List, a list of courses allowed to substitute for H/SL requirements 
for KOKUA students and for students in certain other programs. In Fall 2021, a GEC working 
group developed criteria for course inclusion and reviewed existing courses on the list. In March 
the GEC solicited nominations from departments for courses to add to the list via the Language 
Substitution Course Application Google form.  
 
Thematic Pathways in General Education (TPGE) 
April 11, 2022 The GEC approved descriptions and course lists for six thematic pathways of 
diversification courses. These pathways will be programmed into STAR so that students can 
filter courses and see a shorter list of courses when they are searching for a particular 
diversification area.  
 
Transfer credits for Foundations courses taught on quarter system 
October 11, 2021 GEC approved the following: “Any Foundations requirement may be satisfied 
by a non-UH transfer course that is evaluated to be equivalent to 2.0 or more UHM credit-
hours, provided that the content of the transfer course would otherwise qualify for a 
Foundations designation (FW, FQ, FS or FG).  This exception to the usual 3.0-credit-minimum 
applies only to transfer courses from outside the UH System.  Automated implementation of this 
policy shall be determined by the GEO via consultation with the Admissions Transfer Credit 
Office and other parties (STAR, CAA, etc.) as appropriate.” 
 

https://manoa.hawaii.edu/undergrad/caa/hslsub/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeAXTAFqtGJV-HIcBetq1XOmrOfsWv4SQ5jRm9Zwd0AYzjTSg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeAXTAFqtGJV-HIcBetq1XOmrOfsWv4SQ5jRm9Zwd0AYzjTSg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/newtpges/
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Course-based Focus course approval and monitoring procedures 
September 13, 2021 Instructor-based approvals possible for 3 or 5 years with special topics 
courses taught regularly under the same syllabus. 
January 31, 2022 Course-based proposals should either have a master syllabus or 
representative syllabi that demonstrate alignment with Focus hallmarks. Cross-listed courses 
need signatures from both departments to confirm agreement to maintain focus hallmarks.  
May 9, 2022 Clarification of purpose and procedure for course coordinator annual check-in. 
 
GEC Response to UH System Place-Based Proposal for General Education 
May 9, 2022 GEC approved a written response to be shared with MFS through this year-end 
report and sent to CAPP and CAB, as well as sent to the summer Revisions Team for 
consideration. Included in this response are commentary from the 6 Gen Ed boards, the GEO, 
Council on Academic Advisors, and the Assessment and Curriculum Support Center. (ASUH was 
also invited to submit commentary but did not follow through.) The response is also included as 
an appendix to this report.  
 
FG Assessment 
January 31, 2022 The GEC approved the multi-year assessment of Foundations-Global & 
Multicultural Perspectives (FG), which found that student achievement results indicate students 
are achieving learning of FG SLO #1 at anticipated levels. Surveys of students and faculty, 
however, indicated that course content on Africa needs to be bolstered and integrated into our 
global learning courses. 
 
Issue(s) Under Review: 
HAP and DIV Assessment 
GEC and GEO will continue to work on assessing student learning in HAP focus and 
Diversification courses. 
 
Course-based focus course approval and monitoring procedures 
GEC will continue to develop procedures for checking in with and supporting course 
coordinators. 
 
Proposal Reviews by General Education Boards 
Contemporary Ethical Issues Focus Board (E) -- Rayna Fujii (vice-chair), Atsushi Hasegawa, Eve 
Millett, Seungoh Paek (chair), Karen Selph, Matt Eng (GEC Liaison), and Vicky Keough (GEO 
Liaison) 
 
Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific Issues Board (H) -- Joseph Foukona, Konia Freitas (chair), Patricia 
Halagao, Donna-Marie Palakiko (vice chair), Daniel Harris-McCoy (GEC Liaison), Christine Beaule 
(GEO Liaison) 
 
Oral Communication Board (O)  -- Dustin Crowther (vice-chair), Leilani Dawson (Chair), Jamie 
Simpson Steele,  Rayna Tagalicod, Emiko Taniguchi, Jaymian Urashima (GEC Liaison), Cari 
Gochenouer (GEO Liaison) 
 
Writing Focus Board (W) -- Sarah Allen (chair, Rhetoric & Composition Director, ex officio and 
regular member), Christine Beaule (General Education Office Director, ex officio), David 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ztjicLBSWfR2K1z3YIE2hGMqleQbr7I5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s7vHftyH52j4_2ecitpgIH4IL5RnZm8g/view?usp=sharing
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Gustavsen, Kenton Harsch (English Language Institute Director, ex officio), Peter Hoffenberg, Ji 
Young Kim, Bob Lipske, Michelle Manes, Lisa Fujikawa (GEO liaison) 
 
Foundations Board (F)-- Baoyan Cheng, Monica LaBriola (chair), Lauren Prepose-Forsen, Malte 
Stuecker, Dawn Sueoka (vice-chair), Diana Thompson, Yanyan Wu, Jonathan Pettit (GEC 
Liaison), Cari Gochenouer (GEO Liaison) 
 
Diversification Board -- Derek Furukawa, Peiling Kao, Camaron Miyamoto, Jayme Scally (vice-
chair), Howard Shen (chair), Mandy Westfall-Senda (GEC Liaison), Cari Gochenouer (GEO 
Liaison)  
  
Focus Board Review (AY 22) Proposals and Focus Exemptions 

Instructor-based proposals for: Course-based proposals for: Focus Exemptions 
 

Focus S22 SS22 F22 TOTAL S22 SS22 F22 TOTAL S22 SS22 F22 TOTAL 
GRAND 
TOTAL 

E 15 17 12 44 7 0 16 23 0 0 0 0 67 

H 1 2 3 6 4 1 3 8 0 0 0 0 14 

O 16 10 20 46 11 0 19 30 0 0 0 0 76 

W 39 18 49 106 27 2 52 81 0 0 0 0 187 

 
GEC Review (AY 22) 

 
Reviewed in F21 Reviewed in S22 TOTAL 

Multiple-Focus 0 5 5 

 
Foundations and Diversification Review (AY 22) 

 
Proposals/UHM forms 

Transfer Credit 
Evals 

 

Reviewed for: 
Reviewed in 

F21 
Reviewed in 

S22 TOTAL F21 S22 TOTAL 
GRAND 
TOTAL 

FG 15 2 17 3 6 9 26 

FQ 2 0 2 41 28 69 71 

FW 2 0 2 1 0 1 3 

PR (FG Proration) 1 0 1 2 0 2 3 
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Foundations 
(total) 20 2 22 53 34 87 109 

Diversification 29 15 44 38 14 52 96 

 
UH Mānoa General Education Committee Response to Place-based Proposal for General 

Education  

 
May 2022 
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Executive Summary 

This document is a response from the General Education Committee (GEC) of the UH Mānoa 
Faculty Senate on the Fall 2021 draft of the Place-Based Capacites Proposal for General 
Education. Our response is based on expertise from the GEC itself, from its various boards, and 
from responses solicited from Assessment and Curriculum Support Center, the Council of 
Academic Advisors, and the General Education Office. We have divided our comments into the 
following sections: 1) Why we need to revise our Gen Ed program in the first place; 2) a quick 
summary of the proposed Gen Ed redesign; 3) comments on the various portions of the 
redesign proposal; and 4) recommendations for revisions of the redesign proposal. 

Current State of General Education at UH Mānoa 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.rg646p85c2rk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.eijfa6ecezdr
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.hrlnxe7m1ya4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.jrcndk7zqmq5
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.yelcrolwk5dn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.ip3bje3irk1l
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.pjpqc3kvsh7w
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.j3ip9a7banda
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.g3ynsqakqsw1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.1p9esssm9kn9
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.n80tj2izb76b
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.ix0z6hs3vll2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.hvvnriws9s0o
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.20o8j8pan7qi
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.kg59qve1fo8
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.yjsf88ehcujs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.4dayi8a4hgml
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.921pasi99i21
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.b0ef5kkihx1l
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.smitljvlwoo6
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.smzoho1xw8q9
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#heading=h.s6aj9ghe40hs
https://www.hawaii.edu/wp/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Place-Based-Capacities-Proposal-for-General-Education-1.pdf
https://www.hawaii.edu/wp/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Place-Based-Capacities-Proposal-for-General-Education-1.pdf
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 Gen Ed at UHM was first adopted in 1999 and has been modified multiple times since 
then. 

 A 2017-2018 program review of UHM’s Gen Ed recommended significant changes to the 
current program, including the following: 

o Better alignment with Institutional Learning Outcomes 
o Greater scaffolding of skill development across all four years of study 
o Additional emphasis on oral communication and information literacy 
o Greater acceptance of interdisciplinary/cross-disciplinary coursework for transfer 

students 
 Assessment results of some gen ed areas at UHM show  

o Students not meeting expectations in almost all areas 
o In writing, students are close to expectations 

Comments on Redesign Proposal 

Positive Comments 
 Focus on place-based learning and Hawaiʻi themes are good. 
 Addition of a Foundations-level Oral Communication course is good. 
 Move toward competencies rather than individual courses is positive. 

Critiques: Curriculum 
 At the Foundations level, KHUA needs to be defined better, including explaining if it will 

be treated as a program or as a designation that multiple programs can offer courses in. 
 The KHUA courses as currently proposed appear to lose some of the features in existing 

Foundations coursework, including historical learning and quantitative reasoning. 
 The question of where and how to build in breadth of knowledge (e.g. exposure to the 

arts, humanities, social and natural sciences) is contentious 
 There is value in the proposed Capstone, but its implementation would be problematic 

given that some majors have their own capstone courses that do not address suggested 
content and others have too many requirements to fit in another course.  

 Leaving out any requirement for Hawaiian/Second Language learning is problematic. 
 
Critiques: Assessment 

 We believe the proposed plan may not meet the standards of the WASC accreditation, 
specifically in creating measurable student learning outcomes and a manageable 
assessment plan. 

 It is difficult to understand the definitions and operationalization of the 16 “capacities,” 
how to distinguish among related capacities, and how to create measurable SLOs that 
do not overlap (e.g., the three Hawaiian-related capacities, or information and digital 
literacy). 

 More technology is needed for monitoring students’ course-taking and the coverage of 
the capacities. 

 More human and financial resources are needed for implementing assessment of so 
many capacities taught in broadly different ways. 

 
Critiques: Governance 

 A lot of boards will be needed to deal with approving capacities because there are so 
many of them. 
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 Students won’t be exposed to as much depth in the capacities as they are now to topics 
in our current Gen Ed because there are so many proposed capacities and each course 
will need to carry multiple capacities. 

 Departments and faculty will need resources and time to develop and/or adjust courses 
to cover capacities (as well as to develop capstones), and the sooner they have a good 
idea of what it is they need to develop (e.g., maybe some example syllabi), the better. 

 Articulation from outside the system might even more complicated than it is at present 
 There is no need for a system-wide assessment board if campuses will have certain 

levels of autonomy. 
 Software for tracking student progress will need to be robust if advisors and students 

are going to stand a chance of navigating all the touchpoints. 
 Development of capstone courses may put a strain on departmental resources.  
 Transfer students at UH could be adversely affected by the emphasis on capacities. 

Many of these will be difficult, if not impossible, to correlate to syllabi UH receives from 
a student’s previous institution. 

 KHUA courses will help integrate students within our system, but may have a negative 
impact on transfer students who are trying to earn credit for courses they have already 
taken. 

 
Recommendations for Revisions of Redesign Proposal 

Curriculum 
1. Modifications to foundations level of curriculum, to include six courses: 1. KH (KHUA 

100) - Kahua Hawaiʼi, 2. KG (KHUA 200) - Kahua Global & multicultural perspectives, 3. 
KQ (KHUA 130) - Kahua Quantitative reasoning, 4. KO (KHUA 120) - Kahua Oral 
communication, 5. KW 1 (KHUA 110) - Kahua Foundations of written communication, 6. 
KW 2 (KHUA 210) - Kahua Foundations of writing in the disciplines 

2. Addition of two H/SL courses (KL - Kahua Language 1 and 2)  This will be super-
controversial across campus. 

3. Imposition of a simplified, systemwide structure on the reinforcements level of the 
proposed curriculum, which: 

a. covers a reduced list of competencies; 
b. reinforces those competencies where our students are not achieving 
sufficiently high results, as documented in assessment projects (see summary 
here); and 
c. results in 5-6 courses that can be partially integrated into majors where 
appropriate (e.g. in the development of disciplinary-specific oral and written 
communication, and the consideration of disciplinary-specific ethical issues) 

4. Capstones as an optional add-on to thematic pathways, which would result in a themed 
Gen Ed minor 
 

Assessment 
 Clearer operationalization of constructs needed 
 Greater human and financial resources need 

Governance 
 Consultation needed with concerned stakeholders, including Gen Ed boards and other 

UHM offices 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nyIaoEJuK3uXnuBrNyZAYoJrBXr4bC0X/view?usp=sharing
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Introduction: Current State of Gen Ed at UHM 

Our current General Education (Gen Ed) program was adopted by the Mānoa Faculty Senate in 
December 1999 after extensive debate and discussion among the faculty. The proposal was 
approved by the UH Board of Regents in July 2000, with an effective implementation date of fall 
2001. This document summarizes the changes to the Gen Ed curriculum before and after this 
major redesign. A series of modifications and procedures were subsequently adopted over the 
years (e.g., see this document from spring 2003) and/or modified in part by faculty on the 
other nine UH campuses between 2001 and 2018. There remains significant variation in the 
core graduation requirements for undergraduate students across the UH system (see 
comparison table, including notes at the top). 

In 2017-2018, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, Senate Executive 
Committee, General Education Committee, and General Education Office agreed to undertake a 
comprehensive program review of UHM’s Gen Ed program (see SEC 7/10/2017 and 10/23/2017 
minutes). A Steering Committee was formed, and its members underwent significant training 
that included participation in the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) 
2017 Institute on General Education and Assessment. The Steering Committee also designed 
and implemented an extensive self-study (this document outlines the self-study goals), and 
produced this report for the External Review Team. An External Review Team visited our 
campus in spring 2018, and produced this report. 

The GEC has spent many hours in its working groups and as a whole discussing and debating 
the recommendations contained in these program review reports over the past four years. Our 
responses and progress are summarized in the GEC’s response to the program review 
recommendations, and our one- and three-year progress reports posted here. Moreover, the 
recommendations to reimagine our Gen Ed curriculum have led to in-depth discussions and the 
production of a mission-vision-values statement for our Gen Ed program (posted on the 
homepage of the General Education Office’s website here), student learning outcomes for 
Foundations, Diversifications, and Focus areas (note that SLOs for Hawaiian/Second Language 
have not yet been developed), and a series of reports and recommendations (on 
Hawaiian/Second Language, place-based education, information and digital literacy, critical 
thinking, teamwork, life skills/intro to college, global citizenship and cultural competencies, and 
civic and community engagement) that were all included in the materials provided to the 2021 
Gen Ed Summer Institute’s Curriculum Design Team (which can be accessed through the 
hyperlinks on this web page).  

AY 2017-2018 Program Review 

The self-study conducted by the Steering Committee highlighted a number of substantial, long-
standing issues with our Gen Ed program. These and other issues with our current Gen Ed 
program are addressed in the External Review Team’s report as well. We highlight a few here 
that are particularly relevant to our discussions of the Gen Ed proposal produced by the 2021 
General Education Curriculum Design Team.   

Curricular coherence and scaffolded learning 

First, our Gen Ed requirements are not well mapped to our Institutional Learning Outcomes (see 
pages 6-7 of the self study). On page 9, the Steering Committee questions the coherence of our 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lbcQQcwQTLFbxkul1h8l1B-FUM-A0Da7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hcJJYMkCDs4H13fOisDnrpiTRmSGbNhW/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cu0_8SMZp6eOLvMeccBoERDjH3thatSSJrscQ6FVPuI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oA8qy87lNsXOd6e3VBBbzNeuLxFUeNuI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qjIANs1lDi_mWE6RTzde4fTzOWV9zVBE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16YaZ09466KIVly9UFalw0o1Y30JQWzwI/view?usp=sharing
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Internal-Review-report.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcaa/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/external_reviewers_report_gened.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/gov/pr/
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/faculty/found/
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/faculty/div/
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/faculty/focus/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ai-2QtpcxdlEFzFT8ve_dP5FtfLY6wRt/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FEg2v-oPBKtpJZsgHDu5TlUxty8kTJjFKH3c_Hv2LZk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QKgUh-Kq9Td82ENtEnvvbqdu8pqMNwMGvt51355lCuE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L6F3UpiqUorPgcfOxvXJ0-JSKJGeWF57VDWDMgBA2z0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L6F3UpiqUorPgcfOxvXJ0-JSKJGeWF57VDWDMgBA2z0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GPRzeKw2fhgVwwG31rZQmLucw6_94ZQo4ce5shByE98/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FBm6PdSJvpYWylEP8Gch_b688aqjw52vEztKBtiQQKY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UNx5Ad8_ddMFE-ZJ9wuOfNA8mW1vgrLQDIgLR8U2Yy0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HhllKwyIINk92VQt9x-T62RXcSNea9PHK4z_km67--s/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/vp-academic-strategy/academic-programs-and-policy/general-education-redesign/gen-ed-si/sched/
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Internal-Review-report.pdf
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Gen Ed curriculum; specifically, they ask, “How are skills or content that we value as an 
institution reinforced over the course of a student’s academic career? Does UHM provide 
students clear pathways that connect General Education to their majors?” The need for 
scaffolding and reinforcement of core competencies is similarly highlighted in the External 
Review Team’s report. For example, on page 6, the report’s guiding principles include “The 
curriculum must scaffold knowledge and skills from basic to complex. ‘One-and-done’ 
experiences do not lead to deep and sustained learning development.”  

Assessment results summarized below support the assertion that current one-off requirements 
such as our single upper-division Oral Communication and Contemporary Ethical Issues 
requirements are insufficient. Moreover, while we currently require five Writing-Intensive 
courses, the report notes that “We heard accounts of students taking four of their five writing 
intensive courses in one semester; courses ʻtriple dippingʻ (counting for three requirements) and 
students not feeling like they learned any one of the requirements sufficiently; students not 
being prepared to write in their disciplines; and, students being well prepared to write 
effectively” (p. 7).  

Some scaffolding of learning is built into the design of our current Gen Ed program with 2 of 5 
WIs being upper-division, but this scaffolding is insufficiently structured when all WI courses 
have same basic SLOs, and progressive skills development is not explicitly tied to progressive 
learning goals as laid out in VALUE or similar rubrics. For example, 200-level WI courses should 
aim for development of milestone level 2 content development, while 400-level courses with the 
same designation should build on previous WI coursework to maximize chances to develop 
capstone level 4 skills (see VALUE rubric for written communication here). This is consistent 
with the External Review Team’s recommendation: “we encourage a new UHM degree 
curriculum to focus on student learning developmentally rather than equate the number of skill 
courses completed to student mastery of the skill” (p. 14). 

The program review also identified gaps in the existing curriculum. Specifically, the self-study 
report (pp. 9–10) notes that our curriculum does not adequately address oral communication, 
and recommends it be included at the foundational level. Information literacy is included in 
Foundations Written Communication (FW) course learning outcomes, but not included beyond 
that introductory level. As a result, “There is no intentionally-directed approach that cuts across 
all majors to provide UHM students with the ability to progress from information literacy to 
information fluency, thus sharpening critical thinking skills.” Problem solving and teamwork are 
essential 21st-century skills that are not included in our curriculum at all; these competencies 
are consistently ranked among the top choices of employers as well (see page 11 of AAC&U 
employers report).  

The absence of integrative and interdisciplinary learning experiences or coursework in our 
curriculum creates a barrier for non-UH transfer students whose prior cross-disciplinary 
coursework may not be accepted at UHM for general education purposes. The self-study report 
also notes that “best practices [include] integrative learning across disciplines, ePortfolios to 
catalog student growth and achievement over time, a common core, and capstones. The UHM 
General Education curriculum does not utilize any of these practices that could bring together 
the undergraduate learning experience in a meaningful way.” In addition, both the self-study 
and external review report note that Mānoa’s demographic and cultural diversity alone do not 
ensure that students will learn how to appreciate, articulate, and develop respect for 
differences. Finally, important and ongoing transfer and articulation issues for both within-

https://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcaa/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/external_reviewers_report_gened.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#bookmark=kix.xites1ems77f
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16c2FZ6-UvDj8Av65ImtjWePiVhU1-9Pc/view?usp=sharing
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcaa/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/external_reviewers_report_gened.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Internal-Review-report.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Internal-Review-report.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tKGv1wSu1xHN037OcfQJhfumPohMS-GR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tKGv1wSu1xHN037OcfQJhfumPohMS-GR/view?usp=sharing
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system and non-UH students are highlighted on pages 11–12 of the self-study. These are 
correctly framed as equity issues that impact sub-populations of transfer students differently, 
and that serve as real barriers to timely degree completion for so many students. 

Issues with Governance and Operational Efficiencies 

While not directly relevant to the GEC’s discussions about the draft proposal for a new Gen Ed 
program, we know that implementation considerations will be taken into account by the 
Revisions Team during their summer 2022 work. Toward that end, we call attention to the 
issues and recommendations outlined in the self-study report on pages 22-25 and 29-31, which 
include concerns with the role of the GEC in relation to the Mānoa Faculty Senate and other 
campus offices, membership in the GEC with Mānoa faculty volunteers (including but not limited 
to senators), and rights and responsibilities for the general education course approval process. 
We also recommend that the changes to governance and operations included in the external 
review report (on pages 9-11) be reconsidered as part of our campus’ response to a revised 
Gen Ed proposal. Although the GEC, Gen Ed Boards, and GEO have made some progress in 
implementing recommended changes (see summary table in Appendix A on page 11 of the 
GEC’s three-year progress report), ongoing and persistent issues in program governance 
continue to hinder progress. For example, the GEC has submitted a revised governance 
document to the Mānoa Faculty Senate each of these past three years, but has yet to receive 
feedback or the required two hearings in senate meetings. Given our shared goal of increased 
operational efficiencies and a Gen Ed program that is able to make iterative improvements in 
response to assessment results, ongoing inconsistencies in and disagreements about roles, 
authority, and interpretations of governance documents undercut efforts to improve the 
program. 

Assessment Findings 

Assessment results show that overall, UHM students are not meeting expectations in general 
education. Regarding the five WASC core competencies of written and oral communication, 
quantitative reasoning, information literacy, and critical thinking, only the first three of these 
are explicitly included in our current Gen Ed program and therefore documented through 
student work in specific courses. For program improvement and accreditation, creative 
approaches to the direct assessment of student learning of the latter two competencies have 
therefore been necessitated. For example, because critical thinking isn’t anywhere in our GE, 
yet is a WASC core competency, we have to assess it through other means like ethics courses, 
Honors courses, etc. We have used indirect methods like finding mention of the elements of 
critical thinking in program learning outcomes, but we need direct assessment of student 
learning results for WASC.  

Overall, assessment results indicate that only in the development of written communication 
skills are enough of our students meeting or exceeding expectations (74% met or exceeded 
expectations, which is close to our benchmark of 75%). These direct assessment results are 
supported by student perception data collected by the Assessment and Curriculum Support 
Center (formerly known as the Assessment Office) and in the 2021 NSSE survey results 
pertinent to Gen Ed. This is not surprising, given that the requirement that Mānoa students take 
five WI-designated courses ensures that they have sufficient practice. While there remain 
problems with scaffolding skills development and structurally ensuring that WI courses are 

https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Internal-Review-report.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcaa/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/external_reviewers_report_gened.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcaa/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/external_reviewers_report_gened.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/wp-content/uploads/GEC-3-year-progress-report_20210720.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/assessment/reports/gened/student-success-project/student-success-project-results/
https://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10125/76248/1/Hill2021_NSSE_ILO_Report.pdf
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taken throughout a student’s academic journey (rather than, as the external review team report 
notes, taking all WI courses in a single semester or year), the repetition contributes to better 
outcomes.  

In contrast with the positive results for writing, 63% of students met or exceeded faculty 
expectations for oral communication, 32% did so for quantitative reasoning, 72% of freshmen 
but only 51% of juniors and seniors met or exceeded expectations for information literacy (not 
currently part of our Gen Ed program), and 44% of seniors met or exceeded critical thinking 
expectations (also not currently part of our Gen Ed program; see ACSC report summary here).  

Additional assessment reports are available on the ACSC’s website here; direct assessment of 
student learning in Gen Ed was passed to the GEO recently. The GEC and GEO have worked 
together to develop a comprehensive seven-year assessment plan, whose implementation is 
underway. The assessment projects are described on this page, where results will also be 
posted as each multi-year project is completed. In sum, institution-wide assessment projects 
conducted by ASCS provide strong evidence that levels of student achievement are not 
satisfactory, except in the area of written communication. 

GEC Process of Response to the Proposal 

Inclusion of Relevant Expertise on Campus 

In the process of deliberating the draft Gen Ed proposal, and in the context of the 
recommendations included in the External Review Team’s report from the AY 2017-2018 
program review, the GEC has consulted widely across campus to solicit specific feedback from 
the following groups: 

1. Foundations Board 
2. Diversifications Board 
3. Contemporary Ethical Reasoning Board 
4. Hawaiian, Asian and Pacific Issues Board 
5. Oral Communication Board 
6. Writing Intensive Board 
7. General Education Office 
8. Assessment and Curriculum Support Center 
9. Council of Academic Advisors 
10. Associated Students of the University of Hawaiʻi 

This report includes the main recommendations from these groups, and all of their full 
statements are included in the appendices to this response.  

Working Groups 

The GEC also formed a series of Working Groups, as is its customary practice, to take a deeper 
dive into the proposal’s curriculum and guiding principles, its implications for Gen Ed program 
assessment of student learning, and for governance, oversight, impact, transfer and 
articulation. These Working Groups’ reports have also been folded into the body of this report. 

https://manoa.hawaii.edu/assessment/reports/gened/oral-communication/oc-results/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nyIaoEJuK3uXnuBrNyZAYoJrBXr4bC0X/view?usp=sharing
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/assessment/reports/gened/
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/wp-content/uploads/GenEd-Assessment-Plan-2020-11-04-website.pdf
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/gov/assessment/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y-CnfvTYfgEi1AVH-JmauYGtp9Sk4E4vLSJz4Cf_pRQ/edit#bookmark=kix.15wbo265vdi1
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Summary of the Place-Based Capacities Proposal for General Education 

For reference, we provide a comparison table of UHM requirements and proposal here. 

One of the proposal's main goals is to shift from a Gen Ed model that emphasizes a distribution 
of different content (science, art, history, etc.) to one that emphasizes the development of 
specific capacities (writing, oral communication, quantitative literacy; most people would call 
them skills). There are 16 capacities in the proposed Gen Ed (listed in the table on p. 17 of the 
draft re-design document).  

The Foundations level of the Gen Ed redesign proposal consists of five three-credit courses plus 
a one-credit lab in information literacy. The committee proposed the new course alpha KHUA 
(Kahua – the foundation) to designate these requirements. 

The Reinforcement level of the Gen Ed redesign proposal consists of courses that are meant to 
reinforce the capacities at a higher level (one course may be at the 300-level or above), and 
can be integrated into major classes. Unlike the proposed KHUA foundations courses, where 
some specific capacities are fixed to particular courses, capacities at the reinforcement level are 
not fixed to specific courses. Individual courses will need to satisfy multiple capacities so that a 
student should be able to satisfy all 16 reinforcement-level capacities by taking no more than 5 
courses (that works out to 3.2 touchpoints per course). At least one of the reinforcement 
courses could be at the 300 level or above, and these reinforcement capacities can be double-
dipped with a student’s major requirements.  

The final portion of the proposed Gen Ed redesign is a Capstone Experience.  If satisfied by a 
single course, the course must include a substantial, discipline/interdisciplinary-appropriate 
project or experience that demonstrates proficient knowledge of the foundations of learning, 
habits of mind, and reinforcement touchpoints (including written communication). Other 
examples of a Capstone experience are a directed studies course, senior thesis, 400 level 
seminar course, internship, or study abroad experience. 

GEC Response to Gen Ed Proposal 

Positive Comments 

We were pleased to note that the guiding principles and overall focus of the proposal took a 
place-based approach. The 2017 external review report had recommended this focus, noting 
that it would be welcoming and would allow for better integration of students with the campus 
and community. This is consistent with place-based focus of the draft proposal, but might be 
taken further on our campus by incorporating a curricular structure that facilitates learning 
communities for all Mānoa freshmen. The HAP Board appreciates reimagining the curriculum 
with an emphasis on incorporating Hawaiʻi knowledge at all levels. 

The proposal includes suggestions for many areas that are considered important in a studentʻs 
education. We applaud the proposal for including a foundations level course in oral 
communication. The GEC and its boards have noted other positive aspects of the proposal. The 
Ethical Reasoning board, for example, notes that the proposal’s “Ethical Reasoning ʻhabits of 
mind’ summary seems to encompass the ELOs we currently have in place.” Other boards and 
solicited feedback also noted value in the proposed Hawai‘i/Pacific focus; emphasis on 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LTg8UgXNEGawJUAi1KHkmO2gj9sMKnRIuK404xu4Bl0/edit?usp=sharing
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capacities; scaffolding of capacity building; emphasis on faculty collaboration, multidisciplinarity, 
co-teaching; and inclusion of information literacy. The capstone course requirement has the 
potential to provide students with real world experience and learning opportunities. 
 
In addition, the proposal frames student learning in ways that better align with the UHM 
Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs). By focusing on capacities rather than on courses, 
students have the opportunity to learn real-world skills that can appear in multiple academic 
disciplines. Nevertheless, the GEC has identified myriad concerns with the proposal as it is 
currently written and encourages the redesign committee to take these into consideration in 
revising and further developing a proposal for general education.  

Thoughts on the Guiding Principles 

Hawaiʻi: Many majors and programs at UHM are already very focused on the local community. 
KHUA 100 is an excellent addition at the Foundations level, but the concepts need to be 
connected across the entire four-year curriculum rather than concentrated in the first year. 
 
Students:  Item (b) under this Guiding Principle is Transferability (across campuses). The 
current proposal allows wide latitude of structure at different campuses, which has the potential 
to create chaotic transfer problems.  
 
Unity: With its wide range of capacities that do not hold together in any clear structure, the 
proposal seems to lack curricular unity. Our proposed revisions adhere to this principle far more 
effectively than the original proposal because under whatever structure is adopted, students 
would have the same 5-6 categories of requirements to complete. These can be individualized 
on each campus via themed categories, thematic pathways across the reinforcement level, or 
even additional competencies/requirements on existing categories, or graduation requirements 
for their students. 
 
Excellence: The concise number of capacities and relatively clear ways in which these 
capacities are manifested in the proposed curriculum will both meet accreditation standards and 
will make the assessment process easier using existing assessment personnel and practices that 
draw on courses across the curriculum. 
 
Learning: While the diversification requirement has been removed/restrained, the skills based 
curriculum proposed here will be accessible to faculty from all disciplines. Furthermore, the 
proposed pathways and capstone options represent valuable high-impact practices. 

Critique: Curriculum 

Foundations Level 

At the Foundations level, KHUA needs to be defined better. It remains unclear whether it is 
intended to be treated as a program or as a designation that multiple programs can offer 
courses in. The two Hawaiʻi focused KHUA courses, though covering important local knowledge, 
raise concerns that they will serve as impediments for students transferring from outside the UH 
system, as their content is unlikely to be covered in other states or countries. For transfer 
students, this could mean that they have to take 100-level courses as juniors or seniors in order 
to achieve the Hawaiʻi focused requirements of the KHUA courses; alternatively, if other world 
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history courses are accepted as equivalent, it could mean that they do not receive any Hawaiʻi 
focused learning opportunities at all.  
 
The Foundations board also raises questions about loss of breadth and depth in KHUA courses 
compared with existing coursework: “One of the main goals of the FS-FQ redesign was to 
decentralize quantitative reasoning (QR) and give students opportunities to fulfill QR in 
departments beyond Math. It seems like the KHUA model does the reverse—i.e., re-centralizes 
rather than decentralizes the foundations curriculum, including QR. A similar decentralization of 
FG has happened over the years as various departments have created FG courses (i.e., beyond 
History). With the exception of some Hawai‘i history in KHUA 100/200, historical learning, 
thinking, and analysis are largely absent from the curriculum. The Board is concerned about 
how this will impact overall student learning, particularly with regard to language in the 
proposal about promoting a “democratic citizenry.” The Board is concerned that, because the 
redesign does not include a temporal coverage mandate, historical learning—pre-1500 in 
particular—seems to have fallen to the wayside.” 
 
The integration of the proposed capacities with the KHUA courses is also problematic. In the 
table on p. 17 of the draft redesign, note that 15 of the 16 capacities occur in the Foundations-
level column. This means that the 5 KHUA courses will need to contain 23 touchpoints (some 
capacities require 2 touchpoints at the Foundations level).  This averages to 4.6 capacities per 
Foundations-level KHUA course. To meet this expectation, each capacity covered in such 
courses will have less attention than that required of our existing curriculum.  

Reinforcement Level 

As with the Foundations-level courses, the amount of material satisfying a capacity at the 
reinforcement level will be less than what we currently are required to cover in order to satisfy 
a Diversification or Focus requirement. We are also concerned that there is a lack of depth in 
the revised Gen Ed because of the high number of capacities. 
 
We are concerned that most of the revised Gen Ed can/will be completed by the end of a 
student’s second year (perhaps entirely by the time they transfer from a CC).  This means that 
there won’t be much Gen Ed in upper-division classes, and incorporating Gen Ed “capacities” in 
a student’s major topics won’t happen.  In fact, the redesign proposal indicates that only one 
Refinement capacity may be (but is not required to be) achieved via a single course with a 
number of 300 or above. Many majors don’t even start requiring courses until the 300 level. 
This means that it is possible students will have completed their Gen Ed requirements prior to 
beginning coursework in their major. It also means that students may miss out on opportunities 
to discover new majors, if they are not required to complete any Gen Ed coursework after 
transferring into UHM as juniors. 
 
The GEC did not reach consensus regarding the reinforcement level of the curriculum. In 
particular, there was debate regarding the coupling of particular fields and skills (e.g. scientific 
inquiry and teamwork) as well as the abandonment of a breadth model in the alternative 
version of the curriculum. There was concern about issues of complexity/bureaucracy, 
favoritism towards large programs, enrollments in small programs, silo-ization and exposure to 
multiple fields/skills.   
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Capstone  

While we like the addition of a general education capstone course or experience for students as 
a way to bring self-reflection and integrated learning into the program (see American 
University’s example), we know that there is some concern that students would be able to take 
capstones in programs other than their majors, that students in high-credit programs that have 
required capstone courses designed differently from the proposed gen ed capstone would be 
burdened by two capstones (one for the major and one for gen ed), and that insufficient faculty 
in some smaller programs would not be able to offer them.  

Hawaiian/Second Language 

The place-based proposal abdicates recommendations for Hawaiian/Second Language 
requirements, instead devolving responsibility to individual campuses to decide whether and 
how many courses to include. The GEC finds this stance inappropriate, as H/SL should be a core 
aspect of general education study. In AY 2020-2021, the GEC researched the history, 
prevalence, and valuable learning outcomes associated with second language learning, and 
produced a comprehensive report posted here. In this report, the GEC outlines its rationale for 
the inclusion of H/SL across the curriculum, with the dual objectives of better supporting our 
students’ development of intercultural knowledge and competencies, implementing our 
Institutional Learning Objectives associated with the “Values” section, and echoing the 
recommendations of the external review report.  

Critique: Assessment 

Accreditation 

We believe the proposed plan may not meet the standards of the WASC accreditation, 
specifically in creating measurable student learning outcomes and a manageable assessment 
plan.  Although WASC does not stipulate how institutions meet the core competencies, they are 
clear that five specific competencies must undergird general education.  These core 
competencies are: written and oral communication, quantitative reasoning, information literacy, 
and critical thinking.  Disciplinary breadth allows for these competencies to be met in classes a 
student may take outside of their intended or declared major, allowing them to apply and 
explore concepts outside of their field of study, utilizing different lenses of analysis and 
viewpoints. In the current proposal, while the core competencies are included and discussed, 
there remains a sense of ambiguity as to both how and where they will be embedded and 
assessed within the new framework.  

Operationalization 

It is difficult to understand the definitions and operationalization of the 16 “capacities,” how to 
distinguish among related capacities, and how to create measurable SLOs that do not overlap. 
 
An essential aspect of any assessment process is knowing what exactly is being assessed. 
Without clear operational definitions of each aspect, it is impossible to develop appropriate and 
valid assessment plans and instruments. A valid assessment instrument should measure what it 
is intended to measure without unintentionally assessing other abilities or knowledge at the 
same time.  
 

https://www.american.edu/provost/undergrad/core/capstone.cfm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eFmDiVduqekTaayW-7X8zpZZv8ETPCPk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vhNmaB74FlK-DwcINcocG6UOwe45hRLT
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcaa/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/external_reviewers_report_gened.pdf
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The proposal explains: “Briefly, we define capacities as the essential academic skills and 
knowledge that will prepare students to succeed in their future career paths or contribute to a 
thriving community” (p. 3). The proposal lists 16 capacities that are not all equivalent in scope 
(e.g., sustainability and oral communication) and in some places are overlapping (e.g., the 
three Hawaiian-related capacities, or information and digital literacy). In order to assess 
students’ learning of these capacities, it is important to be able to distinguish between them 
and say clearly where students are making progress or have mastered specific capacities, as 
well as where they are struggling so curricular changes can be made to better address those 
areas.  
 
In addition, when capacities can be addressed in any course at any point in a student’s college 
trajectory (from a first-semester 100-level course to a final semester 400-level course), it is 
difficult to design appropriate assessment instruments to ascertain whether all students have 
adequately mastered that capacity. In addition, when one course might touch on many different 
capacities in different ways (and some students may also check off capacities through 
internships and volunteer work), it will be nearly impossible to develop assessment tools that 
can compare across students for any single capacity. Alternatively, if common assessment tools 
are developed, faculty teaching courses that include a particular capacity may not want or be 
able to integrate them effectively into their curriculum.  
 
The Mānoa Assessment and Curriculum Support Center’s commentary to the GEC adds more 
detail in this respect: “The suggested number of capacities in a single course will be challenging 
to achieve and demonstrate unless the expected learning is superficial or lower-order learning 
(e.g., awareness, recall). If higher-order learning is desired in these capacities, such as 
application, evaluation, or synthesis, we recommend the faculty discuss feasibility. For example, 
is it reasonable to expect that students can markedly improve (i.e., learn) writing skills, 
scientific 
inquiry skills, lab skills, and quantitative reasoning skills in a single course and demonstrate that 
achievement? It seems a daunting challenge for students and faculty. We know faculty can 
cover four capacities and students can complete an assignment/exam that includes these four 
capacities in a single course, but general education and assessment seek durable, transferable 
learning, learning that transcends one course and is designed to be applied to other settings 
(and we hope, learning that is higher order). Coverage itself does not provide sufficient 
evidence for learning achievement and does not support transfer of learning.” 

Resources 

More technology is needed for monitoring students’ course-taking and the coverage of the 
capacities. 

 We are currently using Google Drive and a server in the GEO to manage and house all of 
our data and other documents. We do not have any software for data management.  

 With so many new competencies added, we are concerned that the GEO would not be 
able to realistically and responsibly handle tracking a significantly longer list of 
competencies to assess for the dual purposes of re-accreditation and iterative 
improvement of student learning over time. There is no Assessment Management 
System for us to track students’ attainment of competencies or achievement over time. 
Will Banner/STAR be able to track all the different competencies and accurately be able 
to indicate when students have completed their Gen Ed? If not, who will be responsible 
for doing this?   
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 From an assessment perspective, it is unclear how we would track the reinforcement, 
development and growth of the Gen Ed competencies in students over time. If it is up to 
each department/program/campus to decide, it makes it difficult to assess because 
there is so much variation. A course management system that tracks the competency 
and the associate assignment/rubric/exam results would be helpful, as it would allow us 
to do an aggregation. However, Mānoa does not currently have this kind of software; 
although we had worked on acquiring it before the pandemic, it is prohibitively 
expensive.  

 The General Education Office does not have website support. Website support or 
training would be needed to ensure information on assessment is appropriately shared 
through the website.  

 
More human and financial resources are needed for implementing assessment of so many 
capacities taught in broadly different ways. 

 Personnel resources:  
o With a single UHM General Education Office Assessment Coordinator who has a 

long list of duties and responsibilities in the office in addition to overseeing 
assessment projects, the GEO does not have the capacity to take on more.  

o We have concerns with the Systemwide Assessment Committee (p. 17) handling 
all assessments, especially if a) each campus will determine how Gen Ed will be 
operationalized on their campus and b) committee members are volunteers who 
already have full-time jobs at UH. Perhaps the committee could act as an 
advisory/consultative body. However, to implement a System-wide assessment 
plan requires a group of full-time workers whose expertise includes curriculum 
design, instructional technology, measurement of learning, and use of results 
along with organization change mechanisms.  

 Financial resources: 
o Faculty volunteer to participate in General Education assessments. They are not 

offered a stipend or release time. Participation in past assessment projects is low 
probably due to the lack of incentives.  

o Financial resources should be allocated to acquire some type of assessment 
management system since it is time intensive and difficult to perform manual 
tracking in Google Drive or Excel.  

Critique: Governance, Oversight, Impact, Transfer, and Articulation 

Conceptual Concerns  

There is concern that if each course hosts multiple capacities, instructors will not be able to 
emphasize learning in each of the capacities to the same degree that the current Foundation, 
Diversification, and Focus courses do. This concern was also raised by GEC, ACSC, and the O 
board.  

Implementation Considerations  

Implementation of a new general education curriculum will require the cooperation of many 
different groups on the UHM campus. The following sections list concerns for each of these 
groups with the curriculum and structure as described by the Place-Based Capacities for General 
Education proposal.   
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Considerations for GEC  

GEC and GEO mention that new boards may need to be created to review proposals for the 
new capacities. The E board was also curious about the way the future system would work in 
comparison to the current boards. Two options were proposed by GEC on how boards may look 
in the future.  
 
The first option would involve creating boards for each of the capacities. Existing boards may be 
used for capacities that overlap with current boards, and new boards will need to be created for 
new capacities. In this situation, a system for reviewing proposals with multiple capacities will 
need to be created, especially if courses have three or more capacities. Because this system will 
likely involve proposals being reviewed by multiple boards, there needs to be a system where 
each board can review just a portion of the proposal. GEO is concerned that the number of 
boards needed to cover each capacity cannot be supported with the current level of resources 
available.  
 
The second option would be to create boards that can cover multiple capacities. This would 
require the creation of completely new boards, but fewer boards will be needed. From an 
administrative perspective, GEO mentions that fewer boards would be easier to manage. The 
new boards could be created with a similar make-up as the foundation level groupings proposed 
in the Redesign Proposal. However, this option would make it difficult to review proposals from 
the reinforcement courses if the boards’ capacities do not align with proposed course 
capacities.  
 
In addition to creating boards and a system for reviewing proposals, GEC would also need to 
consider creating and supporting new workshops and faculty professional development. New 
workshops would need to be developed and implemented to provide faculty with information on 
the new Gen Ed model and what the model looks like in practice. ACSC echoed the need for 
more resources to provide these types of workshops. CAA requested that training be provided 
for advisors on the new system. GEC also realizes that new professional development will be 
needed to aid faculty on learning various methods of pedagogy and to expand their knowledge 
to other fields. ACSC also echoed the need for these professional development resources.  
 
GEC will need to work out procedures for special circumstances students may face. For 
example, there may be students who can place out or earn back credits to fulfill their capacities. 
GEC will also need to work with advising/admissions/transfer to be able to enact the 
procedures. The students impacted would include students with AP credits and transfer 
students with credits that are not clearly equivalent to the new capacities. Moreover, there will 
need to be procedures to evaluate individual and extracurricular capacities learning. GEC will 
need to create standards by which diverse activities can be measured. Proposal forms and 
procedures for reviewing and approving capacities within extracurricular activities will need to 
be created.  
 
Moreover, GEO pointed out that GEC may also need to create standards for assessing capstone 
courses. If interdisciplinary capstone courses are offered, GEC will need to figure out who will 
teach them. The HAP board also expressed wanting to know if capstone courses from 
departments will be accepted by other departments.  
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While the above are listed as potential responsibilities and areas of governance and oversight 
for GEC, GEO ultimately pointed out that the Redesign Proposal is not clear on what GEC’s role 
will be in the new Gen Ed system. The above areas are potential responsibilities of GEC, but 
may require governance and oversight from other groups as well.  
 

Considerations for GEO 

GEO has identified potential areas of concern regarding governance and oversight for their 
office. First, GEO would need to create a new assessment cycle with new capacities being 
added. It is likely that the review process would change, leading to a need for alterations to the 
assessment cycle. Second, GEO will see an increase in their responsibility of handing more 
competencies, but they currently do not have enough resources for this change. Third, GEO will 
need to continue to provide liaisons for the boards. However, there is concern that with an 
increased number of capacities and possibly an increased number of boards, there may not be 
enough GEO members to serve as liaisons.  
 

Considerations for the Gen Ed Boards  

In the current Gen Ed system, the Gen Ed boards are responsible for developing hallmarks and 
SLOs, with the approval of the GEC. New proposal forms will need to be developed for the new 
capacities. The Boards will need to review proposals for new and existing courses that will be 
hosting the new capacities, which will create a heavy workload in the first years of 
implementation. This concern was echoed by the Diversification board.  
 
Quality will need to be enforced and maintained with regard to instructors and departments 
fulfilling touchpoints and capacities. This process will have to happen at multiple stages: 
preparing instructors to write proposals, evaluating proposals, and supporting instructors to 
teach to the hallmarks for the capacities.  
 
Boards currently host workshops for faculty relevant to their respective areas. With this 
redesign, new workshops will need to be developed to provide faculty with information on how 
to propose new courses, teach new capacities, and assess those capacities.  
 
The Diversification board, CAA, and the Foundations board are concerned about the process 
involved for courses being transferred over. There is concern over the review process for these 
transfer courses and the process for determining equivalencies.  
 

Considerations for the Center on Teaching Excellence 

CTE will need to be able to provide support for the number of workshops and professional 
development that need to be developed for the new Gen Ed model. On page 4 of the proposal, 
it is stated that, “Faculty may need to learn new methods of pedagogies and expand their 
disciplinary knowledge to other fields that intersect with their interests. This may entail that 
articulation among the 10 campuses are in place and that more intensive academic advising is 
supported.” If this is the case, new professional development is needed to expose faculty to 
various methods of pedagogy and to expand their knowledge to other fields. ACSC and the 
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Foundations board also recognize the need for additional resources and support to assist 
faculty, through things like workshops and professional development.  

Considerations for Advising/Admissions/Transfer 

Advising will need to be able to assist students in understanding and fulfilling their 
requirements. CAA, GEO, the Div board, and the HAP board expressed concerns with preparing 
advisors to assist students in understanding and meeting their new Gen Ed requirements. 
 
CAA, GEO, the O board, the E board, and the Foundations board all expressed some level of 
concern about the need to create a system for transfer of capacities, especially if touchpoints 
are defined differently by different groups. There will also be a need to work with GEC on 
creating and following procedures for students who can place out or earn back credits to fulfill 
their capacities. CAA suggests increased flexibility, a proration system, and/or courses that help 
transfer students meet requirements to make it easier for students to meet capacity 
requirements. 

Considerations for Assessment Committees and Personnel 

A system-wide committee to oversee assessment was mentioned in the Redesign Proposal (p. 
17). ACSC and GEO have noted that there may not be a need for a system-wide committee, 
especially with each campus differing in their requirements regarding capacities. ACSC and GEO 
also pointed out that there is an existing system-wide Assessment Coordinator’s Group, which 
already serves as an expert advisory group for system-wide learning assessment issues. 
However, this group is composed of volunteers and they do not have the resources to design 
and implement a system-wide assessment plan. GEO and the HAP board have expressed a need 
for the development of an assessment process to show reinforcement/development/growth in 
competencies over time. 

Consideration for Other Parties  

Departments and Degree Programs: Departments will need to create new capstone courses if 
they do not already have one. The HAP board wants to know if departments will have the 
capacity for this. Furthermore, CAA mentioned that degree programs may need to develop their 
own themes and pathways for degree requirements to help students meet capacity 
requirements.  
 
Senate: GEO stated that the current system has the Senate approving curriculum and recruiting 
faculty for GEC and the boards. The Senate would need to increase their recruitment efforts if 
the number of boards increased and to consider ways to streamline the faculty volunteer review 
and appointment process, which takes quite a bit of time as they have to go through two 
senate committees.  
 
Experts: The E and Foundation boards suggested that experts in categories of capacities may 
need to provide guidance to GEC and each of the boards.  
 
Campuses: GEO suggests more collaboration across campuses to provide consistency for 
transfer students, especially among campuses that offer the “same” courses.   
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Impacts on Teaching Capacities, Program and Course Enrollments 

The major impacts identified by members of the GEC are going to be to students who start 
before the new Gen Ed goes into effect, transfer students, departments who will need to adjust 
content in their courses and/or develop new courses, and advisors (unless better Gen Ed-
tracking software is developed).  

Impacts on Students  

Students who start after the new Gen Ed is implemented will not notice any changes, 
obviously.  They will have to deal with a rather complex set of capacity requirements that will 
be achieved via multiple courses (often a single course satisfying one or more).  However, as 
long as good software is developed to track achievement of capacities, students should be able 
to handle.  More problematic will be students who are already in the system.  They will be given 
the opportunity to switch to the new Gen Ed, but we doubt many will choose to do so.  Instead, 
they will follow the current Gen Ed, likely taking many courses that will have been adjusted to 
satisfy the new Gen Ed.  As noted elsewhere, having a course satisfy both Gen Ed systems may 
be difficult because rather than satisfying a single Gen Ed requirement, which is the norm now 
(e.g., DB), courses will be encouraged to satisfy 2 or 3 capacities simultaneously (e.g., Scientific 
Literacy + Written Communication + Cultural Literacy).  Either the student will receive less DB 
material than a student does now, or s/he will receive a lot of material (the current amount of 
DB plus W Comm plus Cultural Lit); either the old or the new won’t be covered very well.  One 
way around this problem would be to offer one set of courses that satisfies the current Gen Ed 
and another that satisfies the revised Gen Ed, but it is likely that many departments won’t have 
the resources to achieve this.  

Somewhat related is the fact that the new Gen Ed is strongly geared toward satisfaction of 
requirements during a student’s first couple of years at UH.  For one thing, this means that 
reinforcement of capacities won’t be achieved during the last two years of a student’s career, 
which for writing and oral communication at least is exactly when they should be developing 
these capacities because they will tie in more closely with their major.  Additionally, many times 
students don’t decide on a major or minor until after completing their first 2 years and do so 
when they start taking upper-division courses to satisfy requirements of the current Gen Ed (E-
focus, W-focus, etc.).  Although selecting a major early in a college career typically leads to 
both more likely and earlier graduation, making it less likely that students will select a major 
late may hurt some departments’ enrollment. 

A capstone project requirement is beneficial to students in many ways; however, requirement 
of a capstone project will be problematic for some departments who don’t currently have a 
capstone course or senior thesis requirement.  Interdisciplinary capstone projects, such as at 
Portland State U., are a great way to not only broaden a student's education but to share the 
load of developing projects, but they require considerable work in the front end to develop and 
maintain.  Many departments lack the resources to develop such projects and will need help in 
this regard. 

Transfer students within the System supposedly won’t have problems as long as in-system 
articulation is better than it is now.  Students from other systems, most of whose Gen Eds are 
more topic-based than capacity-based, will encounter problems.  One way around this will be to 
be generous when it comes to articulating an out-of-system course.  On the other hand, being 
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able to discern whether a particular course does or does not satisfy a capacity “touchpoint” will 
require much more knowledge about the particular course than is typically available from a 
course-catalog entry.  This will require the student to provide a syllabus for the transferring 
course (not so difficult if syllabi are on-line), and careful reading of that syllabus.  How much of 
that effort to place in the hands of the student will be an important decision.  

An enormous amount of work will be required of departments and their faculty.  Once hallmarks 
for capacity touchpoints are developed, departments will need to decide how best to 
incorporate these into existing courses, both for the purpose of helping their own majors and 
for attracting undecided students into their major.  As noted above, making courses satisfy both 
the old and new Gen Eds simultaneously will not be easy.  If the new Gen Ed is implemented as 
currently proposed (or anything close to what is currently proposed), we urge the powers-that-
be to develop clear hallmarks as soon as possible so that departments can begin to plan for 
these transitions. 

Finally, because of the complexity of the new Gen Ed, advisors are going to have a lot more 
work to do unless very good capacity-tracking software is added to STAR.  The current ability of 
STAR to track a student's satisfaction of Gen Ed requirements is not terrible, but it will need to 
be really good once Gen Ed becomes much more complex. 

In summary, for the new Gen Ed to be successful, clear hallmarks for courses to satisfy 
capacities need to be developed very soon (and not changed later!), resources for departments 
need to be provided, and ITS needs to make sure STAR will be up to the challenge. 

Transfer and Articulation Concerns 

 
The GEC commends the redesign proposal for their attempts to fix or supplement parts of our 
General Education in need of revision and updating. However, there are parts of the redesign 
proposal that do not fix problems inherent in our current system. Take, for instance, the 
transfer and articulation aspects of the redesign proposal that ossify some of the problems that 
our current system of transfer of credits within and without the system. The GEC agrees with 
the Council of Academic Advisors’ (CAA) report in which they find that non-UH System transfer 
students might be negatively impacted in comparison to in-system transfer students. CAA 
further notes that it is unclear how non-UH System transfer students will demonstrate that they 
have foundational knowledge of certain capacities, especially if courses taken at their previous 
institution(s) do not transfer as equivalent to the proposed KHUA courses.The Assessment and 
Curriculum Support Center has likewise expressed concern that it will be difficult, if not 
impossible, to assess these equivalences across the UH system. 

The GEC would like to challenge the implementation to consider how UHM course equivalencies 
will be determined for a transfer course whose content matches a UHM course description but 
which is taught with additional/different capacities at Mānoa. Some of the capacities taught in 
courses such as 110, 120, 140 will likely be taught at other universities. But the KHUA courses, 
in particular, will be much easier to link equivalencies across our system but grader to do from 
other universities. probably in forms that are easy to correlate with UH courses. Even so, KHUA 
courses cover multiple capacities, so it is unclear how a course that only covers half or three-
fourths of equivalencies will be treated in the current transfer system. Exact syllabi are often 
hard to acquire and courses from other universities do not contain such detailed information. 
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This could place an undue level of stress on the UHM Boards to determine whether or not a 
course from other universities can fulfill UH requirements.Also, according to the redesign 
proposal (p.26), transfer students will be able to fulfill requirements after “taking four courses,” 
but it is unclear what these courses are and how it would be fulfilled. The GEC finds that even if 
the current proposal is carried out system-wide, it will be very confusing for students 
transferring in and out of the UH system.  

Recommendations for Revision 

Proposed Revised Curriculum 

Foundational Level (KHUA Courses) 

We recommend a six-course foundations level curriculum that makes some specific adjustments 
to those described in the draft proposal. 

 KH (KHUA 100): Kahua Hawaiian place of learning 
 KG (KHUA 200) - Kahua Global and multicultural perspectives 
 KQ (KHUA 130) - Kahua Quantitative reasoning 
 KO (KHUA 120) - Kahua Oral communication 
 KW 1 (KHUA 110) - Kahua foundations of written communication 
 KW 2 (KHUA 210) - Kahua foundations of writing in the disciplines 
 KL: 2 semesters of language courses (including 2 x different 101’s) 

** can take additional language courses and apply them to other Gen Ed requirements 
 
Specific recommended modifications to the proposed KHUA courses are detailed here. 
 
KHUA 200 
For FG, we appreciate the effort to tie KHUA 200 to KHUA 100 as a widening of the 
geographical lens through which students would be introduced to place-based learning in 
Hawaiʻi. However, by casting KHUA 200 in terms that explicitly require inclusion or centering of 
Hawaiʼi, we would see an unfortunate continuation of the hallmarks that currently necessitate 
rejecting the majority of Transfer Credit Evaluation requests from non-UH system transfer 
students. Because our current FG hallmarks require Hawaiʻi and Oceania, which typically are not 
included in World History and other global survey courses on the continent, the Foundations 
Board has to reject TCEs for FG credit, thus forcing transfer students to take another course at 
UHM that might conceivably have 90% or more overlap with those taken elsewhere.  
 
We would like to propose an alternative that will better serve both students who transfer into 
UH as well as those who begin in-system: The proposed alternative is for KHUA 200 to  not 
explicitly include Hawaiʻi in its required elements. We do, however, recommend that courses 
approved for cross-listing at UHM with KHUA 200 include, or perhaps center, Hawaiʻi and the 
Pacific rim in their curricular focus. 
 
KHUA 110 
For KHUA 110, we recommend that it adhere closely to the existing hallmarks and SLOs for FW 
courses, which include, we note, attention paid to information literacy. However, there is 
evidence in UHM assessment reports (see links to assessment reports here, here, here, and 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q4r3MQkGI0fzs-LF23T2dv38K-2KzeIJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1buwXFN5MFZhGoFt-oSJPvhw2pBKM7x6g
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ux4otQR6wkCiKN79nldbt0Ahuq4bmYal
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here) that a single course in Foundations written communication is insufficient preparation for 
students to produce academic writing in the disciplines (i.e. Focus WI courses). Although UHM 
maintains the largest number of required WI courses, the absence of much scaffolding means 
that, as the external review report (pg 7) of the Gen Ed program noted,  
 

“We  heard  accounts  of students  taking  four  of  their  five  writing  intensive  
courses  in  one  semester;  courses  “triple dipping”  (counting  for  three  
requirements)  and  students  not  feeling  like  they  learned  any  one of  the  
requirements  sufficiently;  students  not  being  prepared  to  write  in  their  
disciplines;  and, students  being  well  prepared  to  write  effectively.”  

 
To increase scaffolding of learning, as well as to address the disparities between FW’s 
introductory status and WI’s ability to attach to courses at any level, we propose a second 
semester of foundational writing that would serve as an introduction to writing in the 
disciplines. For example, an “Introduction to Scientific Writing” or an “Introduction to Business 
Writing” would help students intending to go into relevant majors to begin to learn more 
specific citation practices, genres, and so on. For undecided students and others, ENG 200: 
Composition II could be a default choice. 
 
KHUA 130 
This foundations quantitative reasoning course replaces FQ, but we note that FQ courses are 
explicitly designed to be offered in any discipline, and are not specific to STEM fields. At UHM, 
for instance, FQ courses are offered under at least fifteen different Banner codes. We 
recommend modification of the proposal for this course to reflect this broader, disciplinary 
approach to FQ that is not so focused specifically on Mathematics. 
 
KHUA 140 
We recommend that this 1-course requirement be folded into the proposed two course written 
communication sequence described above. Digital literacy in particular should perhaps be 
dropped as a less central component of a pared down general education program. Perhaps one 
or more online modules could be developed for students who need particular pedagogical 
support in these skills, but the need for digital literacy training is uneven enough to warrant its 
exclusion from our core curriculum. 
 
Note about “KHUA” 
We are aware of widespread confusion regarding the shorthand “KHUA.” If KHUA is a 
designation like FW, it should not have the same number of letters as a Banner code. If, on the 
other hand, it is a new Banner code not attached to a particular program (like SUST at UHM), 
then it could similarly be used to cross-list with approved courses. The advantage of using 
KHUA like a Banner/program code would be that students could see all approved KHUA courses 
listed in one place when they register for classes. If the preference is to continue to use two-
letter designation codes in STAR, then KHUA should be dropped in favor of alternatives such as 
KW, KQ, KG, etc. 
 
Hawaiian/Second Language 
We recommend that a two-semester universal H/SL requirement be part of this redesign, with 
the caveats that our back credit, testing out or into higher levels of language classes, and other 
policies continue. We further recommend, in recognition of students’ varied language abilities 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1woZgkfGoG7J0Z3IzLxsJWbqZqn2dxxfg
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/ovcaa/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/external_reviewers_report_gened.pdf
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and interests, that they be allowed to take courses in two different languages to fulfill this 
requirement, should students enroll in one language class and not want to continue with the 
next level. Finally, we strongly encourage second language programs on our campus to modify 
or develop courses to qualify for the reinforcement level of the proposed curriculum, so that 
students who want to continue with their language study can simultaneously continue to fulfill 
general education requirements. 

Reinforcement Level Models 

One of the central issues that needs to be addressed is whether or not, or how, to build 
disciplinary breadth into a Gen Ed curriculum. Currently, Interstate Passport, WASC/ACCJC 
accreditation, and Regents Policy include a requirement for some disciplinary breadth. While 
none of these entities specifically require that students take entire semester-long courses in the 
arts, humanities, social and natural sciences, some exposure to these academic groups is 
mandated. 
 
Option 1: disciplinary breadth in foundations 
One possibility is to explicitly build exposure to the arts, humanities, social and natural sciences 
into the foundations courses. For example, KHUA 100 might include examples and issues from 
indigenous arts. KHUA 200 might include content from the social sciences and humanities. The 
first foundations writing course, KHUA 110, could incorporate humanities and natural sciences 
content about a particular subject as well. And KHUA 130 might draw on social and natural 
sciences data in the development of introductory data analysis skills.  
 
Pros: This might be done more easily at the 100 level through the incorporation of, for 
example, short online articles about the rise of students’ anxiety around issues of climate 
change (social science), and the results of a study about ocean acidification (natural 
sciences)into a sustainability-themed section of a foundations writing course. If disciplinary 
breadth is built into the foundations level, then it can be removed from the reinforcement level. 
Instead, perhaps more competencies and opportunities for development of core competencies 
could be built into the five (or six) categories. This too would allow majors to potentially 
incorporate more general education requirements into their programs. 
 
Cons: If disciplinary breadth is built into the foundations level, then students might take few 
courses outside their major(s), because diversification designations will necessarily go away. 
The potential impact of this is highly variable; there is a fairly widespread perception that 
Diversification is a driver of enrollment, but with hundreds and hundreds of courses carrying 
each Diversification designation on UHM’s campus, the GEO strongly doubts that it is. If 
students have several hundred choices for fulfilling a DH requirement, for example, what drives 
them to choose a specific course from that list might be convenience (e.g. the first course that 
fits her schedule), reputation (e.g. he heard X course is interesting or an easy A), or inherent 
interest in a particular program. That said, while Diversifications designations might not alone 
drive students to enroll in specific courses, if all such designations go away, it is likely that 
student enrollments would shift drastically, and drop precipitously in some programs. The 
counterpoint to this would be to provide sufficient course development support for faculty to 
identify other Gen Ed requirements they’d be able to participate in, modify existing courses to 
meet other, reinforcement level requirements, or develop new courses to fit the new Gen Ed 
requirements at the foundations or reinforcement levels. 
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Option 2: disciplinary breadth in the reinforcement level 
The alternative is to build disciplinary breadth into the reinforcement level of the curriculum, so 
that, for example, all courses in category 1 are from the sciences, all courses in category 2 are 
from the social sciences, and so forth. These courses mandate disciplinary breadth, can perhaps 
be taken at both the lower and upper division levels, and reinforce core skills development. 
 
Pros: This approach does greatly reduce the number of required credits (even with the addition 
of a universal H/SL requirement), thus still freeing up significant room for minors, certificates, 
second majors, and free exploration by students. Moreover, by pairing breadth with 
competencies reinforcement, this approach functions more like our current Focus designations 
in its encouragement of reinforcing disciplinary-specific development of written and oral 
communication skills, as well as ethical reasoning. Two of UHM’s five Writing Intensive courses 
must be taken at the upper-division level, and our one Oral Communication course and one 
Contemporary Ethical Issues course must also be upper-division. The rationale for this is that 
students should have instruction and opportunities to practice disciplinary-specific modes of 
writing and oral skills, as well as wrestle with disciplinary-specific ethical questions and 
scenarios. In practice, some programs at UHM have done an excellent job building Focus 
requirements into their major requirements, while others have built few or none into theirs. It 
should also be noted that it is quite common to “double-dip” Diversifications and Focus 
designations at UHM, so this kind of pairing of exposure to broad curricular areas and skills 
reinforcement is quite common already on our campus. 
 
Cons: This approach would limit the abilities of major programs to incorporate general 
education course designations into their programs. If the arts, humanities, social and natural 
sciences are part of the categories of reinforcement courses, then very few UHM programs 
would be able to offer more than one or two categories of reinforcement courses. Thus 
integration into the major is sacrificed, at least to some extent. Integration into the major can 
be seen as one aspect of our current Gen Ed program that we generally like, so are we willing 
to write it out? It’s important to note that students in a given program won’t stop writing papers 
or assigned lab reports, giving presentations or participating in debates in their major courses, 
even if they’re not getting Gen Ed requirements checked off in the process. But it is also 
possible that we might not be willing to trade off disciplinary breadth for explicit recognition of 
skills development within the major. 

_____________________________________ 
 
Below are a few examples of how this might look. All three represent a very conservative 
approach to model building at the reinforcement level that doesn’t stray too far from our 
current requirements. Nowhere, for example, are there proposals for entirely new curricular 
approaches such as interdisciplinary coursework, project-based and experiential learning, 
themed clusters of courses, big questions seminars, and so forth. While any of these could 
conceivably be built on our campus within one of these models, it is extremely difficult to do so 
at this stage, where we are searching for something generic enough that it could work for much 
of our ten-campus system, all the parts of which serve very different student populations, and 
with different faculty specialties and teaching capacities. 
 
A. With explicit course-level disciplinary breadth 
Note that “GE 1”, “GE 2”, etc represent categories of Gen Ed courses in the following examples. 
There would be six required reinforcement level courses in this first example. All “GE 1-
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designated courses would be natural scene courses with some attention paid to teamwork and 
quantitative reasoning, and so forth. 
 
GE 1  Natural Sciences and Lab; teamwork, quantitative reasoning (e.g. data analysis, 
quantitative measurements) 
GE 2  Social/Behavioral Science; critical thinking, written communication (or information 
literacy?) 
GE 3  Humanities; critical thinking, written communication 
GE 4  Creative expression, oral (or written?) communication 
GE 5  Hawaiian Place of Learning, intercultural knowledge 
GE 6  Civic/community engagement, ethical reasoning, teamwork 
 
Note: themed clusters or pathways could be overlaid on top of these categories to provide 
some integration, much like our current Thematic Pathways in Gen Ed will. 
 
B. Reinforcement levels separated from disciplinary breadth  
(some double-counting allowed) 
 
GE 1  Quantitative reasoning 
GE 2  Written communication, critical thinking, information literacy 
GE 3  Written communication, critical thinking, information literacy 
GE 4  Oral communication, critical thinking, information literacy 
GE 5  Hawaiian Place of Learning, intercultural knowledge 
GE 6  Civic/community engagement, ethical reasoning, teamwork 
 
Four Diversification-like designations might be added too, and allowed to double-dip with the six 
categories above: 
D 1  Natural Sciences & Lab 
D 2  Social/Behavioral Science 
D 3  Humanities 
D 4  Creative Expression 
 
C. Reinforcement level without disciplinary breadth 
 
GE 1 Teamwork, oral communication 
GE 2 Civic and community engagement, written communication 
GE 3 Oral communication, interdisciplinary approaches to a big question 
GE 4 Written communication, critical thinking 
GE 5 Hawaiian place of learning, intercultural knowledge 
GE 6 Interdisciplinary, project-based learning 
 
Final Thoughts on Reinforcement Level 
Alternative approaches to this level might involve building in disciplinarity in a different way, like 
in these examples: 

 University of Florida’s Intersections 
 Colorado College’s Critical Learning across the Liberal Arts 
 American University’s Habits of Mind 
 Roger Williams University’s Five-Course Interdisciplinary Core 
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These alternatives maintain the requirement that students take courses in different disciplines, 
but they build in interdisciplinary possibilities and structure integration via a focus on “big 
questions” or themes. Additional links to programs are available in this list. 

Capstone 

We propose that capstones be an optional add-on for students who complete their 
reinforcement level courses within a single thematic pathway, thus earning a Gen Ed themed 
minor credential on their transcripts. This is also consistent with the External Review Team’s 
vision for a signature Gen Ed program for UH (see page 16 of the report here). For students 
whose reinforcement-level courses fall into different pathways, perhaps the option of a 
capstone couldn't be available, or perhaps campuses could offer a more generic (i.e. outside 
themed pathways) version. These might include e-portfolios documenting students’ 
development of core Gen Ed skills, study abroad experiences that build on competencies 
integration, internships, capstone courses, projects, and more. Whether capstone courses or 
experiences are part of optional Gen Ed themed minors, or required elements for all, they 
should be well-designed interdisciplinary experiences that bring together the core competencies 
built into a scaffolded Gen Ed program throughout a student’s academic journey at UH Mānoa 
(or the UH system). 

Assessment 

To address the problems identified in the above section critiquing assessment issues in the 
proposal, we recommend that the proposal do one or more of the following:  

 Reduce the number of capacities by collapsing overlapping topics into broader 
competencies. 

 Operationalize all capacities so that it is clear what they might look like in practice, how 
they might be covered in courses, and how a student might demonstrate that they had 
met expectations. 

 Develop learning outcomes for all capacities that clearly state what students should have 
learned by the time they have checked the required minimum number of touchpoints for 
each capacity. 

 Recognize that there may need to be limits placed on how many capacities can be 
addressed in a single course while maintaining depth of learning for each. 

Governance  

Current boards should be consulted more in the redesign process, especially to provide insight 
on the practicality of the plan. In addition, campus and college-level advisors should be 
consulted for a better understanding of the concerns of both incoming and departing transfer 
students. The Center for Teaching Excellence, along with the Gen Ed boards, can provide 
insight into approaches for preparing faculty to teach new capacities and to integrate those 
capacities into existing courses. The GEC and General Education Office should play a role in 
both curriculum development and implementation plans.  

Conclusion 

As this response has detailed, the General Education Committee appreciates the effort put into 
the proposal to redesign Gen Ed in the University of Hawaiʻi system. Many of the proposed 
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changes take into account concerns raised by the 2017 program review of Gen Ed at UH 
Mānoa. Nevertheless, we feel that the proposal as it is currently written is overly aspirational 
and lacks essential details that would allow us to better understand how it would fit into the 
curriculum on our campus, the experiences of our students, and the work of our campus faculty 
and staff. We look forward to seeing revisions that take these concerns into account. 

—------------------------------------------ 

 

Appendices: Solicited Feedback from Relevant Campus Groups 

The reports have been compiled here. Summaries below reflect the primary concerns provided 
by each group. 

Assessment and Curriculum Support Center (ACSC) 

The complexity of the proposed Gen Ed means that ACSC will need additional resources to 
adequately assess the success of courses and particular Gen Ed capacities.  They note that 
Laulima is insufficient for gathering data on student performance.  They also note that “The 
suggested number of capacities in a single course will be challenging to achieve and 
demonstrate unless the expected learning is superficial or lower-order learning…”  They point 
out that designing a course that covers multiple capacities is not the problem, rather, it is 
designing a course that covers multiple capacities well. 

  

Council of Academic Advisors (CAA) 

The proposed Gen Ed is very complex and hard to understand.  Advisors need to be able to 
explain it to students and students need to understand it if they are going to take it seriously 
and more than merely a barrier to graduating.  They also point out the lack of clarity regarding 
any second-language requirement.  They urge strongly that the Gen Ed redesign factor in the 
ability of students to graduate in 4 years.  Make sure it really is possible, given students’ not 
passing a course at some point, and the strict requirements for Federal Student aid. Their set of 
recommendations (pp. 3-4) are very good. 

Diversification board comments (DIV board) 

The impact on transfer students and the transfer credit evaluation team (already under-staffed) 
will be the most severe.  They point out that currently, even when they receive a syllabus for 
consideration, some of those syllabi are so simple that it is impossible to evaluate them for 
credit articulation, let alone Gen Ed articulation. They repeat the concern that the proposed Gen 
Ed is too complex, and that although a capacity-based system is better, there are too many of 
them. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s7vHftyH52j4_2ecitpgIH4IL5RnZm8g/view?usp=sharing
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Ethics Focus board (E-board 

They are concerned that unlike the current definitions used for E-focus courses, “ethics” in the 
new Gen Ed proposal are poorly defined. While the proposal mentions frameworks for ethics, 
the concept of “framework” is not well defined, either. They recommend ensuring that ethical 
issues are revisited in upper-division courses.  

Foundations board (F-board) 

They point out that what constitutes a valid “touchpoint” is not well defined.  They are 
concerned that some of the Hawaiʻi-focused goals and/or terms may not go over well with 
actual Hawaiian faculty, students, and community members.  They want to make sure that the 
(well-intentioned and overdue) efforts to make the university acknowledge Hawaiʻi and 
Hawaiians are more than merely superficial. 

They point out that current strengths of FQ and FG designations are that they can be satisfied 
by departments other than the traditional Math and History departments, respectively.  They 
consider that KHUA 130 and 200, respectively, move the efforts back to studying these 
“capacities” in isolation from other fields.  They are concerned that if there are not specific 
foundations-level courses in many departments (i.e., if KHUA courses are a catalog designation 
taught by very few departments), then the university will lose a lot of GA support because GAs 
teach many of these courses currently.  They note that this may also decimate enrollments for 
certain foundations-type departments that participate heavily in Gen Ed (e.g., History) at 
community colleges. 

General Education Office (GEO) 

The GEO raises many points about concerns with assessment and implementation of courses in 
the proposal. Assessment will be made more difficult with capacities taught in different 
permutations across courses, as well as if KHUA courses are taught across multiple 
departments. Implementation will require considerable human and financial resources that are 
currently not available. Articulation and transfer will also be problematic unless capacities are 
better aligned across the UH system and with universities in other states. 

Writing Focus board (W-board) 

The use of “written communication” is vague, and the W-board is concerned that it does not 
specifically require academic or scholarly writing.  They are also concerned that the scaffolding 
of writing should occur in the major and that the concentration of the new Gen Ed in the first 
two years of a student’s career will not allow for that.  They repeat the concern that the 
proposed Gen Ed is too complex. 

Associated Students of UH (ASUH) 

No response received to repeated requests from the GEC 
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_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Foundations Board 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Reporting Period: AY 2021-22 
 
Prepared by: Foundations Board 
 
Committee members: Monica LaBriola (Chair), Dawn Sueoka (Vice-chair), Nalani Balutski, 
Baoyan Cheng, Malte Stuecker, Diana Thompson, Yanyan Wu, Mandy Westfall-Senda (GEC 
Liaison), Cari Gochenouer (GEO Liaison) 
 
1. Policies and Hallmarks 

a. What policy decisions were made this year and what was the rationale for those 
decisions? 

 Approved motion from GEC: Foundations-Qualifying Transfer Courses with 2.0+ 
credits 

o Any Foundations requirement may be satisfied by a non-UH transfer course 
that is evaluated to be equivalent to 2.0 or more UHM credit-hours, provided 
that the content of the transfer course would otherwise qualify for a 
Foundations designation (FW, FQ, FS or FG).  This exception to the usual 
3.0-credit-minimum applies only to transfer courses from outside the UH 
System. 

o Automated implementation of this policy shall be determined by the GEO via 
consultation with the Admissions Transfer Credit Office and other parties 
(STAR, CAA, etc.) as appropriate 

 Created standing spot on board for Advisor (see 2c) 
 
b. What, if any, Hallmark revisions were made? Provide the rationale for the revisions. 

 None 

 
c. Is there any information the Board could furnish future Boards about how Hallmarks 

were interpreted and applied? Were there problems with interpreting Hallmarks? 

 The Board continued to follow practices adopted in AY 2020-2021:  
o Being more flexible in accepting TCEs with regard to FG hallmarks 2 and 5 
o Approving general statistics classes for FQ/TCE 

     
2. Proposal Review 

a. How many proposals were approved, denied, and withdrawn from consideration?  

 Fall 2021 Spring 2022 Total 

Proposals  20 2 22 

Transfer Credit Evals (TCEs) 53 34 87 

Total 73 36 109 
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Out of the 9 proposals that were reviewed for AY22: 
Approved = 20 
Denied = 1 
Withdrawn = 1 

 
b. How many instructors were contacted because their proposal fell short of the Board’s 

expectations? What was the result of the negotiation (number revised and approved; 
number denied)? (GEO can provide these numbers as well.) 
 Out of a total of 22 proposals that were reviewed, 13 required negotiation.  Of the 

13 that required negotiation, 11 were approved, 1 was denied, and 1 was 
withdrawn. 

 
c. Changes in procedures: Did the Board establish or change any procedures that may help 

future Boards keep the business of the board running smoothly? What should future 
Boards beware of? 

 The Board implemented new FG proration procedures as follows: The advisor 
member of the Foundations Board works in collaboration with the General Education 
Office and the Office of Admissions to evaluate student records for FG Proration 
eligibility, in accordance with the established Memorandum of Agreement and Policy 
Implementation Guidelines. This is to standardize the application of the Western and 
World Civilization Policy at the UH Mānoa campus across its various colleges and 
schools. This work is currently in place of completing Transfer Credit Evaluations, 
due to the high volume of FG Proration evaluations that need to be completed. This 
means the advisor member of the Board is exempt from conducting TCE reviews to 
allow more time for FG Proration eligibility review. The Board recommends 
maintaining this structure and these procedures moving forward. 

 It came to the Board's attention that some FQ courses were being over-enrolled and 
thus not meeting the 30:1 hallmark. This seemed to be happening with larger 
courses with discussion labs/sections. In response, the Board has been working with 
departments, the GenEd office, and the scheduler to ensure that FQ courses meet 
the 30:1 hallmark. The GenEd office has added FQ to the list of courses to check 
each semester to ensure that course caps are met and courses/labs are not over-
enrolled.  

 
d. Were there any changes to the proposal form? Include rationale for the changes. 

 The Board is working with the GEO to revise the Foundations proposal forms in 
Summer 2022. The primary changes include: 

o Reordering the forms so they are in alignment with Focus forms (e.g., bring 
department approval, contact info, hallmarks and SLOs to beginning of form) 

o Revise sections on assessment. Revisions will include but not be limited to: 
 Add clarifying questions to ensure that assessment focuses on LOs 

and hallmarks.  
 Clarify what is required for assessment: i.e., assessment plan for new 

proposals and assessment results (and subsequent actions to 
improve) for renewals. Include additional questions to help faculty get 
at this information more precisely. 

 Make language more accessible across disciplines (e.g., not everyone 
is familiar with terms like “artifacts”) 
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 Clarify role of course coordinators in overseeing course, hallmarks, 
and assessment process and reporting, particularly for courses that 
are not program requirements. 

 Ask for additional details/specifics about how courses meet the FQ 
30:1 hallmark. Encourage course coordinators to contact Foundations 
Board for options and ideas. 

 
3. What is the current status of offerings (e.g., courses and number offered, number of 

students enrolled)?  

 These data will be provided in the Gen Ed Handbook at the end of the academic year by 
the General Education Office. 

 
4. What efforts were made in the area of faculty development? (e.g., describe type of 

workshops presented, explain networking/recruitment efforts, summarize the materials 
posted on GenEd website, list system meetings attended) 

 FQ workshop: On November 18, 2021, the Foundations Board hosted the workshop 
“Quantitative Reasoning: Assignments and Assessments.”  

o Audience:  
 Faculty currently teaching FQ designated courses or who are 

interested in teaching FQ designated courses.  
o Workshop topics: 

 An overview of FQ hallmarks, SLOs, and the Foundations proposal 
form 

 Examples of effective Quantitative Reasoning assignments and 
assessments from various disciplines 

o Faculty panelists: 
 Victoria Fan, Center on Aging, Thompson School of Social Work and 

Public Health 
 Masato Ishida, Department of Philosophy 
 Christopher Muir, Department of Botany 
 Sarah Post, Department of Mathematics 

 System meetings attended 
o November 17, 2021 
o April 20, 2022 

 
5. Assessment 

a. How has the Board contributed to the assessment efforts of the Foundations or Focus 
area’s student learning outcomes? 

 We continue to work with faculty on sharing assessment data in their renewal 
proposals. The Board has shared examples of clear presentations of assessment 
results from past renewals with faculty as well as working one-on-one with faculty. 
The Board has also reviewed the FG Assessment Report and will create a 
workshop(s) in AY 22-23 based on the assessment results. 

 
b. What type of feedback has the Board given to help faculty reflect on the Hallmarks of 

the Foundations or Focus areas? 
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 The Board has worked with faculty to develop more explicit assessment plans and 
encouraged them to align assignments with particular Hallmarks and focus their 
assessment on one Hallmark at a time. 

 
c. How have past General Education area assessment results been used or plan to be used 

by the Board? 
 As stated above, the Board reviewed the FG Assessment Report and will be creating 

a workshop(s) in AY 22-23 based on the assessment results. 
 

6. What are the Board’s current concerns and issues? 
 At the request of the General Education Committee, the Board devoted substantial time 

discussing and compiling its response to the General Education Redesign proposal. As 
part of this effort, the Board met with the GenEd Redesign team on 12/15/21; several 
Board members attended GenEd Redesign town hall meetings; and shared its final 
report with the UH System Foundations Board for inclusion in its report.  

 The UHM Foundation Board report can be found here (click link).   

 
7. What are the Board’s future priorities and goals? 

 Revise Foundations proposals to be in alignment with Focus proposal forms and to elicit 
more substantial and assessment planning (new proposals) and data (renewals) in 
particular.  

 AY 22-23 Workshop series based on FG Assessment Report results. FG results 
demonstrate that FG courses are not providing enough learning on Africa in particular, 
but other global areas as well (e.g., South America). The Board would like to plan a 
workshop series starting Fall 2022 to address this, perhaps bringing in faculty with 
regional expertise to offer instruction/training/resources to faculty teaching FG courses. 
The Board suggests starting with Africa in Fall 2022, perhaps inviting instructors for 
AMST 464, AMST 616, HIST 356, ART 390 (Art History), ES 305, HIST 152 (Bertz), and 
others. Board is also considering creating page of region-specific resources pertaining to 
Africa to add to GEO’s teaching resources. 

 Carry over from AY 2020-2021 
o Establish clear review procedures for western civilization proration requests that 

do not come to the Board via the History department academic advisor (e.g., 
“Humanities” courses). 

 The Board received so few of these (if any) that review procedures were 
not addressed in a systematic way; this is something next year’s board 
could revisit.  

o Establish clear review procedures for world civilizations proration requests 
starting AY 2020-2021. 

 The Board received so few of these (if any) that review procedures were 
not addressed in a systematic way; this is something next year’s board 
could revisit.  

 Clearer roles, duties, responsibilities of Foundations course coordinators should be 
established and communicated. The Board could perhaps develop a training session 
and/or video for course coordinators so all are clear on what the responsibility entails, 
how to oversee sections being taught by others to ensure hallmarks are met, etc.  

 SOCS/AP Stats issue? Currently UHM considers a score of 3 and above equivalent to 
SOCS 225; however, SOCS 225 is not considered FQ. SOCS 225 is cross-listed with 
PSY 225. SOCS 225/PSY 225 fulfills DIV requirement (DS). Board was not sure why 
SOCS/PSY have not applied for FQ. Granting SOCS/PSY 225 FQ designation could 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TUZsdBdx-Ak1go_y96W_Mz975mcGiLyk/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bVw2frooL_gq3doW38Z91wslaeFSYlai/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108384360538006885209&rtpof=true&sd=true
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have ripple effects including making students ineligible for DS (can’t have 2 
designations) and thus messing students up re: graduation requirements. Where we left 
it: Cari reached out to Scott Sinnett, who said he’d circle back with undergraduate 
studies committee. 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Diversification Board 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Reporting Period:  AY 2021-212 
 
Prepared by: Diversification Board 
 
Board Members:  Howard Shen (Chair), Jayme Scally (Vice-chair), Derek Furukawa, Peiling Kao, 
Camaron Miyamoto, Jonathan Pettit (GEC Liaison), Cari Gochenouer (GEO Liaison). 
 
1. Policies and Hallmarks 

a. What policy decisions were made this year and what was the rationale for those 
decisions? 
 Allow practicums to be considered for diversification designations.  Practicums can 

be designed to meet the SLOs and Hallmarks as any other course could be; Board 
was unaware of previous justification for not allowing the option so removed the 
restriction. 
 

b. What, if any, Hallmark revisions were made? Provide the rationale for the revisions. 
 N/A.  Hallmarks must be changed at the System level. 

 
c. Is there any information the Board could furnish future Boards about how Hallmarks 

were interpreted and applied? Were there problems with interpreting Hallmarks? 
 Problems in interpreting the DA designation.  Board had discussion around practical 

versus theoretical balance in designations.  This will be on-going discussion.   

 
2. Proposal Review 

a. How many proposals were approved, denied, and withdrawn from consideration? (The 
GEO can provide this information to the Boards.) 

 

 Fall 2021 Spring 2022 Total 

Proposals (UHM forms) 29 15 44 

Transfer Credit Evals 38 14 52 

Total 67 29 96 

 
Out of the 44 proposals (UHM forms) that were reviewed for AY22: 
Approved = 36 
Denied = 4 
Withdrawn = 4 

 
b. How many instructors were contacted because their proposal fell short of the Board’s 

expectations? What was the result of the negotiation (number revised and approved; 
number denied)? (GEO can provide these numbers as well.) 
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 Of the 44 UHM forms received, 7 proposals were negotiated with the instructors.  Of 
those, 1 was denied and 2 were withdrawn.  One of those withdrawn was actually a 
form that was filled out incorrectly and already had the designation.  Note that 
transfer credit evaluations are NOT negotiated. 

 
c. Changes in procedures: Did the Board establish or change any procedures that may help 

future Boards keep the business of the board running smoothly? What should future 
Boards beware of? 
 Following the transition from a subcommittee to a Board in Spring 2020, no 

additional changes were made this academic year. The Board is continuing to run 
similar to other General Education boards and is running smoothly.  

 The Board relies on the General Education Office liaison for continuity and support to 
run smoothly.  

 
d. Were there any changes to the proposal form? Include rationale for the changes. 

 No. 
 
3. What is the current status of offerings (e.g., courses and number offered, number of 

students enrolled)? Contact GEO, gened@hawaii.edu, if you would like to include data. 

 These data will be provided in the Gen Ed Handbook at the end of the academic year by 
the General Education Office.  

 
4. What efforts were made in the area of faculty development? (e.g., describe type of 

workshops presented, explain networking/recruitment efforts, summarize the materials 
posted on GenEd website, list system meetings attended) 
 The Board is planning a workshop for AY 22-23 to help faculty better understand the 

Diversification hallmarks and SLOs.  

 
5. Assessment 

a. How has the Board contributed to the assessment efforts of the Foundations or Focus 
area’s student learning outcomes? 

 N/A 
 

b. What type of feedback has the Board given to help faculty reflect on the Hallmarks of 
the Foundations or Focus areas? 
 Proposals being negotiated typically involve one of two issues.  The first issue is 

asking the faculty to help the Board better understand their pedagogical approach in 
how they help students learn – are they teaching from a humanities or a social 
sciences perspective or how much of a science course focuses on biological versus 
physical science.  The second issue usually involves needing more details about 
assignments that were not included in the syllabus or on their UHM form, which 
would allow the Board to determine how the course meets certain aspects of the 
Hallmarks, such as methodological inquiry.  The Hallmarks along with the 
Explanatory Notes and the Student Learning Outcomes are regularly referenced in 
discussions with faculty regarding Diversification designations. 

 
c. How have past General Education area assessment results been used or plan to be used 

by the Board? 
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 Currently, the Board is reviewing Catalog course descriptions again in 2006-2008, 
reaching out to academic departments to discuss adding, changing, or removing 
designations as appropriate via the appropriate UHM forms.  Previously assigned 
Diversification designations have not been formally reviewed since 2006-2008.  This 
year the Diversification Board began an intentional, iterative 5-year review plan of 
Catalog course descriptions, dividing the academic colleges and their departments 
across the first four years, holding the fifth year in reserve if needed.  This year we 
reviewed course descriptions for the College of Engineering, JABSOM, and College 
of Education.  

 
6. What are the Board’s current concerns and issues? 

 The current Board has briefly discussed – and tabled for later discussion or deeper 
exploration – the lens through which we consider a course for a particular Div 
designation.  One area for further discussion is how we define “practice”, especially in 
the context of art/music, for DA designation.  For the DY lab designation, our discussions 
have been around whether learning to use a tool (e.g., GIS systems) should count 
compared to true scientific methods (e.g., physics lab).   

 Somewhat related to this have been our discussions as to whether or not Upper Division 
courses should receive Div designations.  General Education traditionally focuses on 
lower division knowledge, but we are seeing UHM forms for 400-level courses 
requesting Div designations when they have prerequisites that already include the 
requested Div designation.  We acknowledge that there are students who need Upper 
Division (UD) credits to graduate and are still missing some GenEd Diversification 
requirements, and the current model allows them to meet multiple graduation 
requirements with one course.   

o We have continued a stronger stance in setting the bar higher for UD courses to 
receive a Div designation looking for a deeper integration of the Hallmarks (e.g., 
hands-on methodology rather than learning basic information about different 
types of methodological research).   

 Finally, in reviewing UH and Transfer Credit Evaluations (TCEs), we are seeing a trend 
in courses from other institutions that are broader Natural Sciences (~50/50 DB and DP) 
and are interdisciplinary (covering humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences), so 
they do not meet the 2/3 requirement of our Div designations.   

o When we see transferred courses like these that do not align with our GenEd 
designations, we try to be as lenient as possible, but we are limited in how lenient 
we can be without more clearly articulated guidelines.  These concerns and 
issues might be worth considering as GEC reviews the current GenEd 
requirements and considers making changes. 

 Challenge of making a useful faculty oriented workshop that encompasses all of the 
Board’s areas of oversight. There are so many areas that fit into proposing and teaching 
a Div course, and each of the diversifications are so different it has been difficult to 
narrow down what exactly will be useful.  Need more information from faculty in terms of 
needs for confidence in preparation for proposing a Div course.   

 
7. What are the Board’s future priorities and goals? 

 The Board will continue with the review of courses as part of the 5-year renewal plan. 

 Will focus on offering a workshop to assist faculty in preparing applications for 
Diversification courses.   
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Contemporary Ethical Issues Board 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Reporting Period: AY 2021-22 
 
Prepared by: Contemporary Ethical Issues Board 
 
Board members: Rayna Fujii (Chair), Seungoh Paek (Vice-chair), Atsushi Hasegawa, Eve Millett, 
Karen Selph, Matt Eng (GEC Liaison), and Vicky Keough (GEO Liaison) 
 
1. Policies and Hallmarks 

 What policy decisions were made this year and what was the rationale for those 
decisions? 

 If the responses to the questions on the proposal form are answered by “copy and 
paste” from the syllabus, the proposal should be returned without review.  

 If the syllabus is unannotated or the E focus statement not inserted VERBATIM, the 
entire proposal will be returned without review.  This was to ensure that a quality 
proposal was submitted, as an unannotated syllabus indicates that instructions were 

not followed. ⇐ This was a practice that was established in the prior academic year 
2020-2021 and will continue to be enforced prior to proposals reaching the E board 
for discussion.   

 Last year we decided that if the syllabus only identifies Hallmarks 1-4, then it will be 
returned to identify Hallmarks instead of Learning Objectives. The list of Hallmarks 
was included on the proposal form this year, but many instructors still confused the 
ELOs with the E Hallmarks and inappropriately marked their syllabi. We continued 
the practice of sending back proposals that did not correctly mark the E hallmarks. 
However, we have also re-looked at this process and have modified the proposal 
form to include questions that would directly respond to the meeting of the E 
hallmarks. We have added in a chart that helps applicants to indicate where and 
how hallmarks and ELOs are being met and we will also request that instructors 
highlight these portions of their syllabus to help board members easily navigate the 
content.   

 The board approved several instructor-based proposals even though they had 
already been approved to extend their E status another 5 years. Starting next year 
course-based approvals only will be accepted. 

 

 What, if any, Hallmark revisions were made? Provide the rationale for the revisions. 
 N/A 

 
c. Is there any information the Board could furnish future Boards about how Hallmarks 

were interpreted and applied? Were there problems with interpreting Hallmarks? 

 This academic year was the second year that instructors were required to annotate 
their syllabus to notate how the Hallmarks were being met in the course.  They were 
directed to the General Education Office website to view the Hallmarks.  However, it 
was apparent that some instructors still confused the Hallmarks with the Learning 
Outcomes. 
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o To address this issue, the Proposal Form next year will be revised so that 
instructors respond clearly how their courses meet E Hallmarks through 
questions on the form rather than annotating their syllabus.  

 
2. Proposal Review 

a. How many proposals were approved, denied, and withdrawn from consideration? (The 
GEO can provide this information to the Boards.) 

 Reviewed in Fall 2021:  21 
o Approved:  9 
o Approved with revisions:  12 
o Denied:  0 
o Withdrawn:  0 

 Reviewed in Spring 2022:  47 
o Approved:  22 
o Approved with revisions:  24 
o Denied:  0 
o Withdrawn:  1 

 
b. How many instructors were contacted because their proposal fell short of the Board’s 

expectations? What was the result of the negotiation (number revised and approved; 
number denied)? (GEO can provide these numbers as well.) 
 In Fall, out of 21 proposals, 12 instructors (57%) were contacted. In Spring, out of 

47 proposals, 23 instructors (49%) were contacted. 
 Overall, proposals were approved with revisions.  There was only one proposal 

withdrawn due to the instructor’s personal leave.  
 

 Changes in procedures: Did the Board establish or change any procedures that may help 
future Boards keep the business of the board running smoothly? What should future 
Boards beware of? 

 There was no major change related to any procedures this year. 
 

 Were there any changes to the proposal form? Include rationale for the changes. 
 Changes were made to the previous year's proposal. The motivation for making 

these changes is 1) to reduce the return/revision rate on E focus proposals (see #2 
above), and 2) to make the proposal form more aligned with E Hallmarks. 
Accordingly, the order of the questions were changed. Also, the format of questions 
were also modified. The specific changes are outlined below. 
1. Q1. This question, asking to attach a course syllabus, was moved to the last 

question. This decision was made since we believe it would be logical for an 
instructor to explain how their courses will meet E Hallmarks first.  

2. Q2.  We removed Q2 since we believe instructors may not need to highlight or 
annotate their syllabi if they can clearly explain how their courses meet E 
Hallmarks through other questions in the form. 

3. Q3. This question, asking “Identify and explain the ethical decision-making 
framework(s) or professional code of ethics that students will learn in your 
course,” was re-ordered as the second question (Q2). Also, it was revised so that 
instructors can select specific ethical frames from the list (e.g., Markkula, James 
Madison 8 Key Questions, Professional Ethics, Indigenous Ethical Framework or 
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Other). This change was made to guide instructors that they need to identify the 
framework first and explain it further if they choose to use an alternate 
framework and resources.  

4. Q4. This question was moved as the first question. It is also revised so that it is 
more concise and elaborative.   

5. Q5. This question, asking about assignments and class activities that are 
designed to help students achieve ethical competencies, was moved to the third 
question (Q3). The question is also revised so that the instructors can answer 
the question with following the steps:   
a. List name and brief description of activity 
b. Specify learning objectives (ELO1-4) that are aligned with activities,  
c. Describe how the activities can help students to achieve ELOs, and 
d. List page number(s) in which activity/assignments are available on the 

syllabus.   
6. Q6. This question has been revised to require faculty to check assessment tools 

that are applicable to their courses. The listed assessment tools are 1) AACU 
Ethical Value Reasoning Rubric, 2) Rubric designed for the course, 3) Through 
multiple class discussions, 4) Test/Quiz, and 5) Other assessment tools. The 
intent behind this change  is to emphasize the distinction between assessment 
and grading, and to compel instructors to explain their assessment plans, not 
just their grading plans. 

7. Q7. This question has been removed. The intent behind this change is that how 
the course will be delivered online may not be relevant to how the course will 
meet E Hallmarks.  

8. Currently, the revised proposal form includes 6 questions instead of 8. However, 
we are still working to finalize the proposed revisions for the E focus application 
form for SY 2022 - 2023. 

 
3. What is the current status of offerings (e.g., courses and number offered, number of 

students enrolled)? Contact GEO, gened@hawaii.edu, if you would like to include data. 
 These data will be provided in the Gen Ed Handbook at the end of the academic year by 

the General Education Office.  
 
4. What efforts were made in the area of faculty development? (e.g., describe type of 

workshops presented, explain networking/recruitment efforts, summarize the materials 
posted on GenEd website, list system meetings attended)  

 N/A 
 
5. Assessment 

a. Was an end-of-semester survey form used? Were changes made to the form? List the 
changes made, if any, and rationale behind the change. What were the results? (GEO 
summarizes the survey data.) 
 No end-of-semester survey form was used. 

 See #2d regarding changes to the form proposed for next academic year. 
 

b. How effective were the Hallmarks in designating courses that meet the spirit of the 
Foundations or Focus area? 
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 Once properly identified on the syllabi, it was easy for the Board (and hopefully the 
instructors as well) to notate how the course met the E Hallmarks. The identification 
of Hallmark E4 was especially helpful in quantifying the percentage of ethics content 
in the course. 

 
6. What are the Board’s current concerns and issues? 

 Revising the form for next academic year to  address some of the questions we had with 
regards to acceptable frameworks and assessment practices (We had discussed this with 
Chris to gain clarity) and to be more explicit in identifying the ways instructors are 
addressing the E Hallmarks. 

 Preparing for the E Board’s turn in assessment. 
 Engaging with aggressive, hostile or uncooperative instructors during the application 

approval process.  
 
7. What are the Board’s future priorities and goals? 

 Revise Proposal Form for AY 2022-2023. 

 Brainstorm ideas for website resources and sample proposal responses 
 Prepare for assessment 
 Prepare for a E Focus Workshop 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific Issues Focus Board 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
Reporting Period: AY 2021-22 
 
Prepared by: Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific Issues Board 
 
Board Members: Antoinette Konia Freitas (Chair), Donna-Marie Palakiko (Vice-chair), U’ilani 
Chow-Rule, Joseph Foukona, Patricia Halagao and Daniel Harris-McCoy (GEC liaison). 
 
1. Policies and Hallmarks 

a. What policy decisions were made this year and what was the rationale for those 
decisions? 

 N/A 
 

b. What, if any, Hallmark revisions were made? Provide the rationale for the revisions. 

 N/A 
 
c. Is there any information the Board could furnish future Boards about how Hallmarks 

were interpreted and applied? Were there problems with interpreting Hallmarks? 

 The HAP Board continues to refine its expectations and methods of communication 
with faculty about how proposals meet the various HAP hallmarks.  Generally, our 
Board deliberations center on the following issues: 

o Meeting the 2/3 requirement by ensuring that bibliographies are annotated 
and representative of Hawaii, Asia and Pacific voices. 

o Ensuring that the intersection between Hawai’i and Asia and Pacific are 
clearly articulated in proposals. 

o Requesting or at least suggesting that assessment plans illustrate a range of 
assessment tools that move beyond papers and projects to also include 
cross-cultural activities, community engagement, or attendance at cultural 
events. The Board continues to feel that thoughtful engagement is critical to 
promoting self-reflection as well as intercultural knowledge so as to 
demonstrate respect and understanding (Hallmark 4). 

o Requiring a full syllabus that shows how the course layout e.g., course 
goals/learning outcomes, assignments and daily schedule, etc. support HAP 
hallmarks. 

 
2. Proposal Review 

a. How many proposals were approved, denied, and withdrawn from consideration?  
Approved = 14 
Denied = 0 
Withdrawn = 0 
Total number of proposals reviewed = 14 

 
b. How many instructors were contacted because their proposal fell short of the Board’s 

expectations? What was the result of the negotiation (number revised and approved; 
number denied)? (GEO can provide these numbers as well.) 
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 Out of a total of 14 proposal that were reviewed, 9 were negotiated and approved.  

Five were approved without negotiation. 
 

c. Changes in procedures: Did the Board establish or change any procedures that may help 
future Boards keep the business of the board running smoothly? What should future 
Boards beware of? 
 No changes were made to the form.  However, in terms of procedures, the Board did 

take the time to conduct an “on-boarding” for our newest member.  The Board 
conducted a separate meeting in September to go over online resources, exemplary 
proposals, voting sheets and accessing information on the shared drive on Laulima.  
This exercise seems so elementary however, an annual review of these resources 
can make the Board members more informed and proficient. 

 
d. Were there any changes to the proposal form? Include rationale for the changes. 

 No changes were made to the form. 
 

3. What is the current status of offerings (e.g., courses and number offered, number of 
students enrolled)? Contact GEO, gened@hawaii.edu, if you would like to include data.  

 There data will be provided in the Gen Ed Handbook at the end of the academic year by 
the General Education Office. 

 
4. What efforts were made in the area of faculty development? (e.g., describe type of 

workshops presented, explain networking/recruitment efforts, summarize the materials 
posted on GenEd website, list system meetings attended) 

 HAP BOARD TEACHING WORKSHOP, May 6, 2022. 
The purpose of the Learning through Experience: The Intersection of Health Sciences 
and HAP Workshop is to support faculty in developing and proposing HAP focus courses 
which are intended to address issues in Native Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific cultures and 
history. This workshop will provide an overview of the HAP Hallmarks and the activities 
associated with each. Panelists will discuss how the course has evolved to include 
innovative assignments, student responses to the course, and touch on cultural humility. 

 
5. Assessment 

a. How has the Board contributed to the assessment efforts of the Foundations or Focus 
areas' student learning outcomes? 

 See 5-b below for the status of our campus-wide HAP assessment project. 
 
b. What type of feedback has the Board given to help faculty reflect on the Hallmarks of 

the Foundations or Focus areas? 

 In spring 2020, the HAP Systemwide Committee and UHM HAP Board agreed that an 
assessment of HAP Student Learning Objective #4 would provide helpful and 
beneficial information on student learning.  HAP SLO #4 is: Demonstrate respect and 
empathy as defined by the Indigenous peoples of Hawai‘i and the Pacific and/or Asia 
in interpersonal and intergroup relationships.  In September 2022, the Board 
received an update on the assessment project and provided comments on the draft 
assessment rubric for hallmark #4.  The rubric, fashioned after the AAC&U 
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Intercultural Knowledge and Competence VALUE Rubric, was completed in 
November. 

 
c. How have past General Education area assessment results been used or plan to be used 

by the Board? 

 N/A 

 

6. What are the Board’s current concerns and issues? 

 In November, the Board provided comments on the general education redesign 
proposal. Overall, the UHM HAP Board appreciated the conceptual focus on Native 
Hawaiian, place-based capacities, diversity of our place, the scaffolding of skills: 
foundations, reinforcement, mastery, and the transferability of courses across campuses 
in the General Education Redesign Proposal.  Broad areas addressed in the comments 
were as follows;   

o Overall Understanding the Proposal, for example, we need more understanding 
of the role and coursework associated with the reinforcements/ capacities part of 
the proposal.  

o Native Hawaiian, Indigenous, and Place-based:  Generally, the HAP Board likes 
the Native Hawaiian, Indigenous, and place-based focus but would like to see 
more explicit inclusion of concepts around multilingualism and multiculturalism 
(such as KHUA 100 and KHUA 200). 

o Operations & Implementation: addressed timeline, operationalizing the concept; 
interface with academic advising, and resources to implement. 

o Capacities:  Need for appreciate the ‘capacities’ idea, but there is a need for 
building a common and pragmatic understanding of what capacity means. 

o Language Requirements: Stronger emphasis on language learning. 
o Curriculum Scope & Sequence: questions KHUA, capstone requirements, and 

impacts of redesign on professional programs. 
o Assessment:  HAP Board did not see any assessment built into the program 

proposal.  
 
7. What are the Board’s future priorities and goals? 

 As in past years, the Board will continue to; 1) discuss changes to the proposal form so 
that expectations are clear and accurate, 2) continue to provide professional 
development opportunities via CTE, and 3) continue to build the resources available on 
the GenEd website so that faculty have models to work from when they apply for HAP 
designations. 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Oral Communication Focus Board 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Reporting Period: AY 2021-22 
 
Prepared by: Oral Communication Board 
 
Board members:  Leilani Dawson (Chair), Dustin Crowther (Vice-chair), Jamie Simpson Steele, 
Rayna Tagalicod, Emiko Taniguchi, Garrett Apuzen-Ito (GEC liaison), Cari Gochenouer (GEO 
Liaison). 
 
 Policies and Hallmarks 

a. What policy decisions were made this year and what was the rationale for those 
decisions?  

 The OC Focus Board has not made any changes to our policies or to the OC 
Hallmarks so far this academic year (as of April 20th, 2022).  

 
b. What, if any, Hallmark revisions were made?  Provide the rationale for the revisions.  

 (Same answer as above.)  The OC Focus Board has not made any changes to our 
policies or to the OC Hallmarks so far this academic year (as of April 20th, 2022). 

 
c. Is there any information the Board could furnish future Boards about how the Hallmarks 

were interpreted and applied? Were there problems with interpreting Hallmarks? 

 Our concerns this past year have continued to revolve around two of the three 
Hallmarks mentioned in last year’s report, OC Hallmarks 1 and 3.   

o OC Hallmark 1:  Each student will conduct or participate in a minimum of 
three oral communication assignments or a comparable amount of oral 
communication activity during the class. In addition, at least 40% of the final 
grade for a 3+ credit course will be a function of the student’s oral 
communication activities (60% for a 2-credit course; 100% for a 1-credit 
course). 

 

This year’s Board continues to encounter applications where the number of 
OC assignments and/or amount of OC activity is not immediately apparent.  
We would thus like to reiterate last year’s advice on determining what 
constitutes ‘three oral communication assignments or a comparable amount 
of activity’: “The Board decided that if there are only two assignments listed 
in the application, but one of them is conducted multiple times throughout 
the semester, we would count that as a “comparable” amount of activity.” 

 

Another continuing trend has been ongoing confusion regarding how points 
(or total course grade percentages) should be allocated among the various 
parts of assignments that include both OC and non-OC components.  This 
year’s Board has had to remind some instructors that, in order to count 
towards the OC grade percentage total, assignments (or their OC 
components) must be OC activities that include both training [OC Hallmark 2] 
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and instructor feedback [OC Hallmark 3] that pertain specifically to the OC 
concerns relevant to those particular activities.  

 

 OC Hallmark 3:  Each student will receive specific feedback, critiquing, and 
grading of the oral communication assignments or activities from the 
instructor. 

 

Concern about peer feedback and how it is assessed continues from last 
year, when the Board wrote: “The Board decided that instructor feedback is 
necessary for assignments. While it can be paired with peer feedback or self-
evaluations, instructors should provide feedback in some capacity. If peer 
feedback is utilized, the Board would like to see how the instructor will 
ensure quality feedback to help students improve. This can include providing 
information about how students will be trained to do peer feedback and what 
rubric will be used by students.”   

 

Additionally, we’ve occasionally had to remind instructors that students need 
to receive OC-specific feedback from the instructor on all assignments 
counted for OC credit, because sometimes instructors had counted students’ 
reviews of their peers’ OC work as part of the OC grade total for the course 
without assessing those peer reviews as OC work in and of themselves.   

 

2. Proposal review 

a. How many proposals were approved, denied, and withdrawn from consideration? 

 Approved = 74 

 Denied = 0 

 Withdrawn = 1 

 Pending = (this is an early submission for S23) 

 Total number of proposals reviewed = 76 

 

b. How many instructors were contacted because their proposal fell short of the Board’s 

expectations?  What was the result of the negotiation (i.e., number of proposals revised 

and approved or denied)? 

 Out of a total of 76 proposals that were reviewed, 55 were negotiated. Of the 55 
that were negotiated, 53 were approved, 1 was withdrawn, and 1 is still pending a 
decision since it is an early submission for Spring 2023. 

  
c. Changes in procedures: Did the Board establish or change any procedures that may help 

future Boards keep the business of the board running smoothly?  What should future 
Boards beware of? 

 After various changes to the OC policies, hallmarks, procedures, and application form 
last year (2020-2021), the current OC Board has been holding things steady this 
year.  This is partially so that the Board can reflect upon the effects of last year’s 
changes, and partially to grant instructors and departments a period of stability in 
advance of the switch to all-course-based proposals in the upcoming year.  
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d. Were there any changes to the proposal form? Include the rationale for the changes. 

 The current OC Board has not finalized any changes to the proposal form so far this 
academic year (as of April 20th, 2022).   However, we are considering the following 
potential changes: 

o On page 13 of the focus application form, moving the second-to-last bullet 
point under Explanatory Notes and Helpful Tips--(regarding the required ‘D or 
better’ syllabus statement)--to the top of the list.  Additionally, changing the 
language of this bullet point so that it explicitly states the exact language 
that should be included in the syllabus, as the similar WI Explanatory Note 
bullet does on page 18.  

o Adding a link to exemplary proposals at top of O-Chart on page 14.  
o Adding a checkbox to page 15 of the focus application so that the instructor 

or course coordinator can indicate their desired enrollment cap (i.e. 20 v. 30 
students). 

 
3. What is the current status of offerings (e.g. courses and number offered, number of 

students enrolled)?  

 These data will be provided in the Gen Ed Handbook at the end of the academic year by 
the General Education Office.  
 

4. What efforts were made in the area of faculty development? (e.g. describe any workshops 
presented, explain networking/recruiting efforts, summarize the materials posted on the 
GenEd website, list system meetings attended).  

 “Broadening Our Conception of Oral Communication: Alternative Tasks for 
Developing Oral Communication Competencies,” January 28th 2022 
 
Workshop Description:  
A review of Oral Communication (O) Focus courses at UH Mānoa reveals a range of oral 
communication competencies beyond the ability to deliver a traditional classroom 
presentation. This workshop, organized by the UH Mānoa Oral Communication (OC) 
Board, aims to broaden our view of the competencies that make up oral communication, 
and provide examples of oral activities that may support the development of such 
competencies. Invited presenters from across UH Mānoa will provide examples of 
discipline-specific oral communication activities, including: 

 Creative Expression 
 Discussion 
 Negotiation/Simulation 

 Presentation 
 

For each form of oral communication discussed, the workshop will conclude with 
breakout discussions with presenters and OC Board members to elaborate on how each 
might be applied across different academic disciplines. 
 
Presented by: 
Jose Barzola, Spark M. Matsunaga Institute for Peace 
Mark Branner, Theatre and Dance 
Ekaterina Sherstyuk, Department of Economics 
Koon-Hui Wang, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences 
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This event is presented by the UH Mānoa Oral Communication Board and the Center for 
Teaching Excellence (CTE). 

 
5. Assessment 

a. How has the Board contributed to the assessment efforts of the Focus area’s student 
learning outcomes? 

 Last year the assessment for the Oral Communication Focus was delayed in order to 
move ahead with other UHM General Education assessment areas instead.  
Accordingly, the current OC Board is planning to support the campus’ assessment of 
the OC Focus whenever that effort resumes.  

 

In the meantime the OC Board hopes that its recent attention to OC proposals’ 
rubrics and other assessment methods have been helping to make instructors and 
departments more aware of the value that incorporating these sorts of tools can 
bring to their teaching work.  

 
b. What type of feedback has the Board been given to help faculty reflect on the 

Hallmarks of the Focus area? 

 The Board notes that some OC Hallmarks and Explanatory Notes require more 
explanation and negotiation than others. This year, we have needed to give 
instructors and Focus coordinators more feedback on Hallmarks O1 and O3 
(regarding OC course percentage totals and feedback, respectively) than on the 
other OC Hallmarks. 

 

Similarly, the Board has needed to give faculty more feedback on the 2nd, 3rd, 
5th, and 7th Explanatory Notes bullets (i.e. regarding attendance / participation, 
evaluation of OC skills, rubrics, and completion of OC course work, respectively) 
than on the others.  
 

c. How have past OC Focus assessment results been used or plan to be used by the 
Board? 

 The OC Board continues to use the last OC Focus assessment results to help 
identify potential topics for faculty workshops.  (Work on the other initiative 
mentioned last year--advocacy for a second OC course requirement--has since 
been subsumed within / superseded by the larger system-wide General 
Education Redesign work.)  

 

6. What are the Board’s current concerns and Issues? 

 Some of the concerns mentioned in last year’s OC Focus Board report persist this year, 
most notably the issues around peer feedback and rubrics for non-presentation-based 
OC assignments:  
 
“Peer feedback: We are starting to receive more applications that mention the use of 
peer feedback in their courses. The Board has discussed our expectations for this type 
of activity, depending on how it is being used. 
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When added as part of the OC grade and percentage total, the Board would like to see 
how students will be trained to provide feedback to other students and how the peer 
feedback will be assessed by instructors. If peer feedback acts as an OC assignment, it 
should still help students achieve the OLOs and instructors should still provide students 
with guidance. The peer feedback assignment would need to be delivered orally, as they 
would in other oral assignments. Additionally, the Board would want to know how 
instructors would provide training and/or instructor feedback on their peer feedback 
assignment. 
  
When added as part of the feedback students will receive for assignments, the Board is 
concerned about the quality of feedback students receive for their assignments. The 
Board is concerned when applications indicate that only peer feedback will be provided, 
without any feedback from instructors. In this case, the Board is concerned that 
students will not receive adequate feedback and that this will affect students’ ability to 
improve their OC skills. The Board would like instructors to provide information on how 
students would be trained to give adequate feedback to each other. Additionally, the 
Board would prefer that both instructor and peer feedback be provided for assignments, 
rather than peer feedback alone.” 
 
“Rubrics (& other resources) for non-presentation-based OC assignments: 
Instructors are starting to use a variety of OC assignments, which is encouraged by the 
Board. However, to ensure the OLOs are being assessed, the Board requests that rubrics 
be provided for these assignments. This also helps the Board to ensure that there is 
consistency between the activities and the assessment. At times, we have concerns 
when instructors are using the VALUE rubric, which is a presentation-based rubric, for 
other types of assignments, like performance-based activities. In these cases, the 
activity does not match what will be assessed. The Board would also like to be able to 
provide more resources for instructors who utilize non-presentation-based OC 
assignments.” 
 

7. What are the Board’s future priorities and goals? 

 The OC Board looks forward to working with the General Education Office on the Oral 
Communication assessment cycle, which we expect to start soon.   

  
Additionally, we are looking forward to the results of the second UH System-wide 
General Education redesign summer institute, which is slated to examine how the 
System might implement the proposal put forth by the first design team.  As the initial 
proposal included very little on implementation, the work of this summer’s redesign 
team will be crucial in allowing those who may be expected to contribute to that 
implementation--such as the various Focus Boards--to properly evaluate the proposal.   
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___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Writing Focus Board 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Reporting Period: AY 2021-2022  
 
Prepared by: Writing Board 
 
Board members: Sarah Allen (Chair), Clare Fujioka-Sok (Vice Chair), David Gustavsen, Peter 
Hoffenberg, Ji Young Kim, Robert Lipske, Michelle Manes, Christine Beaule (ex officio), Kenton 
Harsch (ex officio), and Lisa Fujikawa (GEO Liaison) 
 
1. Policies and Hallmarks 

a. What policy decisions were made this year and what was the rationale for those 
decisions?  

 None. 
 

b. What, if any, Hallmark revisions were made? Provide the rationale for the revisions.  
 None. 

 
c. Is there any information the Board could furnish future Boards about how Hallmarks were 

interpreted and applied? Were there problems with interpreting Hallmarks?  

 RE: W2. The board discussed at length the issue of graduate assistants (instead of 
the instructor of record) being responsible for providing feedback on student writing 
in a few W courses (e.g., in CHEM and BIOL). The board consulted with the GEC, 
who advised the W board to bring individual cases to the GEC as needed for 
consultation. The W board voted to support the option for graduate students to be 
responsible for providing feedback on student writing in W courses, so long as they 
receive adequate training and supervision (see Guidelines for Higher Enrollment in a 
W Course).  

 
2. Proposal Review  

a. How many proposals were approved, denied, and withdrawn from consideration? (The 
GEO can provide this information to the Boards.)  

 Approved = 189 

 Denied = 1 

 Withdrawn = 0 

 Pending = 3 (early submissions for Spring 2023) 
 

b. How many instructors were contacted because their proposal fell short of the Board’s 
expectations? What was the result of the negotiation (number revised and approved; 
number denied)? (GEO can provide these numbers as well.)  

 Out of a total of 193 proposals that were reviewed, 43 were negotiated.  Out of the 
43 that were negotiated, 42 were revised and approved, and 1 was denied. 
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c. Changes in procedures: Did the Board establish or change any procedures that may help 
future Boards keep the business of the Board running smoothly? What should future 
Boards beware of?  

 As a reminder, for course-based proposals, board members must check the 
department’s proposed course description for the UHM catalog to make sure that 
there is some indication that there will be writing in the course (e.g., This course 
develops written communication skills/Significant attention paid to developing writing 
skills/Emphasis on writing instruction). Examples can be found on the FAQs webpage 
under course-based proposals.  

 
Also, there is no longer a need to cc Lisa or the GEO on negotiation emails.. Board 
members should upload any email correspondence and document revisions to 
Laulima. 

 
The board voted to approve the “Guidelines for Higher Enrollment in a W Course” — 
i.e., courses that are enrolled at more than 20 (the cap for W courses), whether 
through the use of graduate assistants or by team teaching.  

 
d. Were there any changes to the proposal form? Include rationale for the changes.  

 For the next revision, the board intends to add a few questions regarding the 
support and supervision of graduate assistants when they are responsible for 
providing feedback on student writing in those courses. The Board encourages the 
faculty supervisor and/or graduate assistants to undergo training related to best 
practices for providing useful feedback. 

 
3. What is the current status of offerings (e.g., courses and number offered, number of 

students enrolled)? Contact GEO, gened@hawaii.edu, if you would like to include data.  
 
4. What efforts were made in the area of faculty development? (e.g., describe type of 

workshops presented, explain networking/recruitment efforts, summarize the materials 
posted on GenEd website, list system meetings attended)  

 AY22 GEC Chair and past W Board liaison Betsy Gilliland offered a W workshop through 
the Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE)  at 11:30am on Friday, September 17, titled 
“Providing Feedback on Student Writing.” 

 
Members of the board, as well as invited speakers from the ENG department, facilitated 
a workshop through CTE at 11:30am on Friday, April 1, titled “One Size Does Not Fit All: 
Creative and Effective Ways to Improve Student Writing (and Maintain Our Sanity).” 

 
The board developed and published a substantial collection of online teaching resources 
to support both FW and WI courses: https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/resources/tr/w/. 

 
5. Assessment  

a. How has the Board contributed to the assessment efforts of the Foundations or Focus 
area’s student learning outcomes?  

 There was no assessment of the W Focus this year. A multi-year assessment project 
is planned to start in spring 2024, at which time the Board expects to assist in the 
assessment effort.  

https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/faculty/faq/
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/gened/resources/tr/w/
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b. What type of feedback has the Board given to help faculty reflect on the Hallmarks of 

the Foundations or Focus areas?  

 The Board’s most recent revisions to the W focus application offer specific options 
for how to implement the Hallmarks and SLOs. 

 
c. How have past General Education area assessment results been used or plan to be used 

by the Board? 

 Past assessment results were discussed in depth, with actions taken as appropriate 
(e.g., at the time we were engaged in the process for each particular assessment).  
It has not been deemed necessary to revisit the results of past assessment projects; 
however, the assessment of W learning objectives will be incorporated into the next 
campus-wide assessment of critical thinking. 
 

6. What are the Board’s current concerns and issues?  
 As departments make the shift to course-based WI, there may be inquiries from them to 

offer non-WI sections that were previously approved as a course-based WI.  Are there 
options for departments to pursue this option?  Or, an alternative? 

 Ensuring that the 20-1 ratio of students to instructor is adhered to (especially so that 
students get feedback on their writing from the instructor) other than in exceptional 
circumstances and by petitioning the W Board. 

 
7. What are the Board’s future priorities and goals?  

 To continue to have a more transparent process in all of the Board’s work so that all 
departments know what options are available in proposing W courses.  

 To continue to foster discussion about how group writing might be facilitated under the 
current hallmarks.  

 To continue to advocate for getting the revisions to the Board’s governing document 
approved to better align Board membership with the university’s recent reorganization, 
and to integrate FW with the W Board (as has been requested for some time). For 
example, we are still subject to the 2001  

 


